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SENTRY

Uwell it will take someone
with manufacturing
"know how" to do it

Man,
Pany

But of more importance the crystal must be manufactured
to Strict Specifications, have good activity and operate
"on frequency" in the circuit for which it was ordered.

SENTRY can manufacture crystals for all two-way radio
equipment: Commercial, Amateur, Aircraft, Military and
Citizen Band. You need only to specify the model of
set and channel frequency.
You don't believe it, when we say - "Buy the Best'?

QUARTZ CRYSTALS AND ELECTRONICS
FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY.

You are satistied with your present supplier? ce et ee

You are satisfied with high prices? SEND FOR OUR CATALOG OF PRECISION
You are satisfied with "second best''?
Until you try SENTRY you will never know!
Try Us! Make Us Prove It! "Buy the Best'

fi
IT WILL COST YOU NOTHING!

SENTRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1634 Linwood Boulevard-Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106

PHONE: 405-232-1431
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Who says we're being ignored?

None of the manufacturers are interested in amateur FM! Now there's
a phrase we've all heard dozens of times. But the tables are turning
today as the manufacturers begin to tool up for ham FM. Now itis
up to us to show them that we warrant this new interest.

One June 3, I had a lengthy conference with Bob Waters, president of
Waters Manufacturing Company, and some of the key members of the
corporation. The topic of discussion was the future of amateur FM.
The facts and figures that I was able to provide at this conference
left healthy impressions regarding the eventuality of FM becoming
the key mode of UHF and VHF amateur operations.

It appears obvious, because of the advantages of repeater operation
and noise-free communication, that the growth of FM is only stymied
by the lack of commercially available (and specially manufactured)
FM equipment designed for amateur use. Bob Waters made it clear
that his company was sensitive to this need. He said, "Being a
leader in the amateur field today means building what is needed for
tomorrow." Bob stated that his company wants to stay ahead in the
amateur field, and would welcome comments from FM readers as
to the types of equipment they would like to see produced. He assured
me that every effort would be made to follow up on all suggestions
that held even a reasonable degree of promise.

So here's our chance! Want to see frequency synthesizers? Remotely
operated relays? Decoding devices? This is the time to talk; the
big boys are listening!

Another corporation with an eye to the FM market is ICE (International
Communications & Electronics), Speaking for ICE, George Loos, Jr.
(W5LFG), says their recently announced two-meter FM transceiver is
the end resolute of a "past dream to fulfill a specific need in amateur
communications."' The rig itself, he says, has been built with every
effort to give the amateur FM'er just what he wants for today's and
tomorrow's FM activities. (See cover photo. )

Both ICE and Waters are deeply interested in us as amateur FM
operators, I strongly recommend that you drop them a line; you will
confirm even more their convictions about amateur FM. Here are
their addresses:

Bob Waters George Loos, Jr.
Waters Manufacturing, Inc. ICE, FM Products
FM Products 1917 NW Military Highway
Boston Post Road San Antonio, Texas 78213

a

Wayland, Mass 01778

Michael Van Den Branden
PUBLISHER
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HYBRID LOOPS:
'Magic Rings' for

They let you transmit & receive

simultaneously ...
with a SINGLE ANTENNA!

The ,34-to-.94 repeater was a big
attraction at the recent Paramus FM
conference, not so much because it
was a repeater, but because it used a
single antenna for transmitting and
receiving simultaneously. To ama-
teurs unfamiliar with some ofthe finer
characteristics of coaxial cable sec-
tions and cavities, this might seem an
impossible feat, Buttothose whoknow
ofthe magic ring, it is merely a mat-
ter of selective coupling using the coax
itself to provide the proper paths for
the receive and transmit signals, and
combining these annular "paths" with
cavities,

As figure 1 shows, a hybrid loopisa
1-1/2 wavelength section of low-loss
coaxial cable with ports at strategic
places toallow access and termination
of the rf signals.
At the pass frequency (fl) the cavity
is series-resonant, providing an ef-
fective short-circuit atthe cavity port
(B). Counterclockwise - traveling rf
power thus meets a short circuitafter
traveling one-quarterwavelength, The
input end ofthis quarter-wave section
then looks like an open circuit at this
frequency,

Power flow from port A is clockwise,
then, since the counterclockwise path

Repeaters

SPECIAL FEATURE
by

Gilbert Boelke
W2 EUP

looks like an open circuit, The char-
acteristic impedance of the input line
is continued clockwise with negligible
disturbance at port A,

Assume for the moment that port C is
unterminated and does not have any
effect on rf power traveling clockwise
past it. Clockwise -moving power
from the inputthen continues past port
C to port D, The coax from port D to
Bis one-quarterwavelengthand short-
ed by the cavity at B. Therefore, an
open circuit appears tothe left of port
D, and power flow. centinues out of
port D to the load at fl. The power
flow path from port A to port D is
achieved without setting up an swr on
the line at any point and, if the cavity
loss is low, without appreciable at-
tenuation.

At the reject frequency (f2) the cavity
is no longer series-resonant, butit is
detuned and presents anearly pure re-
actance at port B. Rf power now flows
past port B toward the output port,
In sodoing ittraverses one-ha lfwave-
length of coax, with a resulting phase
shift of 180 degrees.

Note thatthe phase difference between
these two waves is 360-180, or 180
degrees, If the power contributions
are equal from opposite sides of the
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output port, power at f2 is completely
canceled,

In practice, power passing port B is
disturbed by the cavity reactance, If
port Cis terminated in an equal reac-
tance of the same sign as that of the
off-resonance cavity at port B, the
output contributions are again equal-
ized and f2 is canceled at the output,
A useful analogy is to compare the
loop with a bridge circuit, Anything
seen at port B must be seen at port C
to balance out the output at port D.

At fl, in practice, port C is not open,
but rather terminated in a reactance
equal to the cavity reactance at f2.
This disturbs the wave traveling to
port D, setting up an swr in the coax
back toward the input port. The cavity
is then detuned from exact series-
resonance enough to produce an equal
swr in the other leg of coax to the in-
put termination, port A, The reac-
tances appearing on opposite sides of
port Aare equal and opposite, so they
cancel at the input, This adjustment
in turn has an effect on the balance of
the loop at f2, and reactance at port
C must be retrimmed,

Inthe adjustment procedure the output
power is maximized at fl by tuning the
cavity, and the output power is mini-
mized by adjusting the impedance at
port C at f2, Alternate adjustments
will eventually result in a null at f2
and a peak at fl if the cavity Qis high
enough for the frequency spacing and
the coupling is adjusted properly. If
the insertion loss at fl is too high, it
canbe reduced by increasing the coup-
ling in the cavity, and the adjustment
procedure repeated. Too much coup-
ling may prevent convergence of ad-
justment, and reduces the notch band-
width,

The value of impedance at port C de-
pends uponthe impedance ofthe cavity
at f2, The cavity, when coupled with
an inductive, coupling loop, varies
roughly as in figure 2,

A parallel-resonant point occurs ata
frequency (f3), slightly below that of
fl, This frequency may be varied by
changing the coupling or inductance of
the link. It is possible, when f2 is
lower than fl, to place £3 at fl. At
this point it is possible to eliminate
port C entirely, since the necessary
impedance is near infinity.

Input port

50-ohm coax

Termination

aN

Moan Output port

Very short connection

FIGURE 1

Cavity resonator

CA

O
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For f2 above fl, the reactance becomes
inductive, and it becomes capacitive
only below f3. Ifa parallel-resonant
tank is placed at port C, one sweep of
the tuning capacitor willcause a swing
from inductive, through infinity, to
capacitive reactance, This technique
is very convenient when the required
value is inductive, because it allows
variation of the inductive reactance
with a variable C,

In some cases it may be necessary to
use some resistance at port C to
achieve balance, This case occurs
when there is some loss in the path
past port B. A lossy cavity could
cause it, With low Q cavities, poorly
cut loops, or close frequency spacing,
this technique allows the system to
balance at f2, maintaining the full re-
jection ofthe cavity-loop combination,
although compromising performance
by resulting in a slightly higher inser-
tion loss.

The loop itself can be checked out by
leaving ports Band C open, pumping
power into the loop at port A, Very
little power should come out at port Dif it is cut properly. Remember that
"end effects'' on the coax joints can
have a considerable effect upon the
apparent electricallength of the lines.
Shorting out either port B or port C

should produce full output with little
loss andalow swr atthe input. These
checks should be made at some fre-
quency between fl and {2, preferably.

There should be a negligible length of
coax or lead lengths at ports Band C,
especially when checking the loop,
Port B should be mounted right at the
cavitywithout unnecessary lead length,
Port Cis notas critical in this regard
to the adjustable impedance.

Two other important points: With re-
jections in the neighborhood of 50 to
60 dB ina cavity, lack of shielding at
any point in the system can negate the
effect of the cavity and loop system,
Shield everything completely except
the antenna itself. Also, when testing
the cavity/loop the average transmit-
ter used as a signal source may have
enough spurious radiation or even or-
dinary transmitter noise to limit the
rejection as read onan rf indicator,
It may be necessary to filter the trans-
mitter output with another cavity to
make final adjustments!

INDUCTANCE

freq
f3 fi

FIGURE 2

CAP CITANCE

Figure 3 shows construction details
for a two-meter cavity with sufficient
Q to be used with the hybrid rings,
Four each of the cavities and rings
are required to produce a system by
which a single antenna canbe used for
both receiving andtransmitting simul-
taneously. Figure 4 illustrates the
interconnection of the elements for a
. 34-to-. 94 repeater,

A well designed preamplifier, suchas
a cascode FET type, can be placed at
point B without getting overloaded,
This placement is desirable because
it reduces the duplexer loss on the re-
ceiver side to half, Similarly, it may
be possible to install a power ampli-
fier that isn't too noisy at point A, re-
ducing the transmitter power loss in
the duplexer, Experiment will tell
which, ifeither, alternative connection
is possible for the particular system
with which it is to be used,
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All coax 50 ohms

zH 1 2 Wr dyn 43
TEE

B A
RCVR XMTR
146.34 146.94

Repeater connections :

FIGURE 4

The terminations (Z) canbe coax stubs
or tuned circuits. I prefer the tuned
circuits because they permit the at-
tainment of a perfect null, whereas
stubs produce a finite dip, Stubs should
be shorted, because open stubs may
radiate unless the ends are shielded.
I found that a parallel-resonant circuit
worked best on the transmitter cavi-
ties, and that a 3K. shunt resistor a-
cross the tuned circuit produced a null
in the 70 to 80 dB range, On the
ceive side, Ifoundthat a series-reso-
nant circuit worked better, Again, the
tuned circuit needed some loss to make
a perfect null, However, an alterna-
tive methodwas used, whichis equally
applicable in either the receive or the
transmit cavities.

By varying the L/C ratio of these tuned
circuits, the resistive portion of the
resonant circuits can be varied. Thus,
instead of physically inserting a re-
sistor, Iraised the effective Q of these
circuits until they produced the appro-
priate amount ofloss, Tuning is sim-
ply a matter of dipping the capacitor
(piston type for smooth accurate ad-
justment), noting the amount of rejec-
tion, then squeezing or spreading the
coil and redipping. The inductance
value is readjusted until the signal
disappears in the noise. Rejection is
limited only by the stability of the ad-

10

justment and the bandwidth required
of the notch,

Notch bandwidth andinsertionloss are
the only limiting factors for frequency
spacing. I was able to get 60 dB of
rejection and1dB loss at 300 kHz sep-
aration, However, the notch width is
small, and rejection degrades rapidly
with deviations from the center of the
notch, The 60 dB figure only repre-
sents the rejection leveleasy to attain
in a quick adjustment. It should be
emphasized that the notch depth is al-
ways unlimited except by the fact that
it becomes more and more critical to
adjust as itgets deeper, and obviously
harder to hold there...

My insertion loss measurements are
not as accurate as I would like and I
hesitate to quote them, but the rejec-
tions are reasonably accurate, Here
are some figures:

Pass 146,34, reject 146.94: Insertion
loss less than 1 dB; rejections: At
146,940, 70 dB; at 146. 928 and 146.952,
50 dB. Pass 146,94, reject 146, 34:
Insertion loss 0.6 dB, rejection at
146,340, over 80 dB (saw 100!); at
146, 328 and 146, 352; 50 dB.

Miscellaneous facts: Low cavity Q re-
sults in high insertionloss for a given

(Cont page 50)
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Remote operation is getting a lot of
attention these days, and an unprec-
edented number ofamateurs are being
won over to this exciting new phase
of our hobby. Since last December,
I have written no less than three
articles on remote systems which
include compatible automatic telephone
interconnections. But all these ar-
ticles were written with the thought
that the telephone portion of the sys-
tem was an add-onto a more complex
setup. From the letters and phone
calls I've received this year, I have
come to the conclusion that most
remoters are interested in the auto~-
matic patching feature as a primary
function rather than a secondary one.

This fact has posed several problems
because, for a single-purpose remote
telephone, the circuits I've published
in the past have incorporated extra
relays and an unnecessary stepper
switch, Finally, after a ham called
me several times from Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania to get additional circuit
information, I decided to redesign the
remote control circuitry for exclusive
telephone use.

In the previous articles there has been
a deficit of information surrounding
the key elements of control: encoders
and decoders. This lack of data was
no accident; information just hadn't
been available.

1]

One industrious amateur in the Pasa-
dena area (Bob Mueller, K6ASK) de-
cided to do something about it, and
proceeded to design his own encoder
and decoder, With a lot of ingenuity,
patience, skill, trial and error, and
a few of the other necessary commod
ities for inventiveness, he finally
came up with some acceptable circuits,
but his decoder was still far from
perfect for telephone use.

Lee Coltin (K6VBT) adapted Bob's
circuits for use is his own remote
system and described them in an ar-
ticle for FM Bulletin in January 1968.
Since that time, Bob and Lee have
had the opportunity to refine the de-
coder by improving it's selectivity
and frequency stability. They also
incorporated a few significant im-
provements in their tone encoder,

With a good encoder and decoder,
and a specially designed automatic
phone patch circuit, the time seemed
right for an all-encompassing article
on a remotely controllable telephone
system. So this is it.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

There is a hard set of FCC-imposed
constraints thatusually determine the
manner in which a remote system will
take shape: Your system will probab-
ly include a UHF repeater on a hilltop
or in a tall building accessed by a
fewmobiles anda control base station.
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It is unlikely that you will use two
meters toaccess your home telephone.
Here's why: The primary requirement
for a remote system of any type is
that control be accomplished from
220MHz or above, Since gear is hard
to come by for 220 MHz, most ama-
teurs use 450 MHz (where gear is
both readily available and inexpen-
sive).

Even if you could rationalize the
legality of two meters, it would be
unwise to use it for phone patching.
There is little privacy there, so your
phone's usefulness would be seriously
inhibited in this regard, Also, the
two-meter region is heavily populated,
so youwould be subject to interference
-- accidental and otherwise --as well
as possible phone use by unauthorized
stations.

A phone system does not lend itself
well to incorporation in a two-meter
repeater system, either. What hap-
pens to the repeater when someone
wants to use the telephone? What
happens to the repeater when phone
calls start pouring in? You can't
just tie up the repeater so one man
can make exclusive use of the tele-
phone; it wouldn't be practical. The
simple truth is that telephones belong
where the activity is minimum and
where control is sanctioned.

Use of 450 MHz will probably rule
out installation ofthe control receiver
and phone circuitry at your
home; the range just wouldn't likely
warrant the effort. The UHF bands
are strictly line-of-sight; thus, if
your system is to be successful and
useful, you'll get a spot on the top of
a local hill or in the highest building
in town. There, you'll have your
telephone, remote control repeater,
and your decoder /access circuits
installed.

There is no real need to go into the
construction of the hilltop UHF re-
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peater, because the subject has been
covered with reasonable thoroughness
in previous articles. (See "VHF Op-
eration By Remote Control," 73 Maga-
zine, April 1968, )

Your mobile system should be no
problem, either. It should be set up
for duplex operation if you want a
sophisticated remote telephone sys-
tem. A good system is one where
the party on the other end of your
phone conversation can't tell you're
using a phone patch. This isn't too
difficult if your access stations are
all capable of full-duplex operation.

The March issue of FM Magazine
includes anarticle for duplexingMoto-
rola and GEPre-Progress Line units.

The one area of control and use that
does seem to have been neglected is
the dial hookup. A telephone dial
normally has at least two complete
sets ofcontacts. One setis for pulsing
the tone encoder; the other is used
to key the push-to-talk. Figure 1

illustrates this connection scheme,

When you examine figure 1, one thing
should become immediately apparent:
The pulser contacts are normally
closed and open only during the pul-
sing process. Since the encoder must
generate tones only during pulsing,
the dial pulser may at first seem in-

DIAL
CONTROL:
closes during dialing PTT

PULSER
Encoder

FIGURE 1, DIAL
compatible with a remote control
system. It isn't. Take a look at the
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encoder circuit shown in figure 2.
The pulser is used to keep the encoder
output at ground potential until the
contacts are opened. The 100K resis-
tor between this connection and the
phase modulator grid (or mike am-
plifier) keeps the grounded line from
affecting transmitter audio level.

The tone unit itself is actually on all
the time. (That is, the unit is always
on when the receiver is on because
the drive voltage for the encoder is
presumably obtained from the receiver
or transmitter filament supply. )

An important point to remember when
connecting the push-to-talk to the dial
contacts is to use the set that 'makes"
first and "breaks" last; otherwise,
you may find the transmitter won't
stay on the air long enough to allow
the complete pulse train to be trans-
mitted,

The encoder shown in figure 2 is
K6ASK's improved version. It has the
features of high Q for stability, a

SINGLE- TONE OSCILLATOR

single transistor for simplicity, and
tiny components for miniaturization.
The circuit can be easily constructed
on acircuit board or perforated phen-
olic sheet. The 10K potentiometer
in the output allows the gain to be set
to whatever level is right for your
own system. It can be eliminated at
the sacrifice of possible incompati-
bility with your existing deviation
level setting.

DER

The function of the decoder is simply
to provide a relay closure with each
incoming tone signal. If a "9" is
dialed at the control station, the de-
coder responds by closing a relay nine
times at the same rate as the dialed
tone pulses. The most important
parameters of a good decoder are
frequency stability and signal selec-
tivity. The decoder shown in figure 3
does have these desirable character-
istics. This is what K6ASK refers to
as his Mod If unit. it has a variable
gain control on the input for estab-
lishing the proper sensitivity of the
decoder,and a dc amplifier on the out-
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FIGURE 3. SINGLE-TONE DECODER UNIT

100 mH

put for providing solid drive tothe pul-
ser relay.

The decoder is designed for a 28V
power source. When properly driven,
the unit will respond to pulses within
a bandwidth of about 50 Hz (depending
on sensitivity setting), and will reject
all other tone signals.

Bob designed his decoder to accept
low-impedance tone signals directly
from the speaker terminals of the
remotely situated receiver. Signals
of the proper frequency and level are
passed through the frequency-sensitive
circuitry to the dc amplifier' to key
the 8K plate relay. This current-
operated relay provides the pulses for
controlling the automatic telephone.

AUTOPATCH

Figure 4 shows the schematic for the
automatic patch. Here's how itworks:
When the telephone rings, the ac ring
voltage is rectified (through isolation
capacitors) to drive a sensitive plate
relay (K}) that triggers the transmitter

push-to-talk circuit as well as a spe-
cial "ring" oscillator. (A relaxation
oscillator for effecting telephone-
ring indication is shown in 73 Maga-
zine, April 1968, page 40.)

The plate relay keys the push-to-talk
through a diode so the "ring" oscil-
lator won't be triggered when the
transmitter is keyed through the nor-
mal carrier-operated function.

To place a call or respond to a phone
ring, the operator transmits a con-
tinuous tone for 0.5 second. This is
achievedwith the phone dial at the con-
trol point by bringing the digit "1" to
the finger stop--which keys the mobile
transmitter and causes the hilltop COR
to turn on the repeater transmitter --
and turning the dial counterclockwise
just far enough-to open the dial's nor-
mally closed contacts, While the con-
tacts are open, a continuous tone will

:

be generated. At the end of the half-
second period, the phone will be

engaged by the timer (TD1) and the
dial can be released.
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When the phone comes on, the tele-
phone enable relay (K2) is energized
and latched; the phone lines are dis-
connected from the rectifier and fed
directly into the phone patch. The
decoder relay is coupled to the phone
pulser relay (K3) so that additional
dialingwill pulse the phone line exact-
ly as a local dial would.

As long asthe user transmits a signal
the telephone will stay on. Presence
ofhis signal provides a ground signal
to the timer disable relay (K4) to keep
the phone patch engaged. If he drops
carrier, the timer disable relay is
released andthe shutdown timer (TD2)
is started. The shutdown timer al-
lows the phone patch to stay on for
25 seconds without the presence of a
carrier. Ifnocarrier appears by then
the timer pulls in and shuts the whole
system off,

The last timer in the circuit (TD3)
allows the phone to be shut down by

operator command. A 1.5-second tone
pulls the timer in and interrupts the
latching voltage on the telephone en-
able relay. Thus, the system includes
a positive shutdown capability.

When selecting the phone patch to in-
corporate into your remote system,
be sure to use a hybrid type. Hybrid
patches are important because they
allow a very definite and positive
audio null and prevent feedback,

There are many manufactured hybrid
types available and a great number
of circuits for their construction,
From my own experience, I strongly
recommend the Waters hybrid patch.
Some of the others I have tried offer
minor impedance mismatches which
result in significant audio problems
during phone use. If you're sure you
have good audio transformers, go
ahead and build your own. If you are
not sure, you'll probably be better
off buying the Waters unit. It has a
built-in compressor-~amplifier,

Enable K2

1

Phone RCVR AUDIO

r 7 XMTR AUDIO

RINGERKy Ring Keyer

PATCH
(hybria)

1

t

=
1

'Signal iS present.

PHONE
LINES

le
TOI PULSER

0.5. second tes $2.9 seconds
1

1 Ke

DECODER PULSES

-28 CONTINUOS

COR GROUND
Ground only while

TD's are Agastat pneumatic timers

FIGURE 4, AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE-OPERATING PORTION
OF REMOTE PHONE PATCH WITH FAIL-SAFE FEATURES
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Quickie T-POWER
with Whine Filter
by C.L.Coltin K6VBT

All you'll need is a spot on the chassis !

A while back a friend loaned me a cir-
cuit for an'teasy'' rec T-power supply.
It looked so simple, in fact, that I
merely filed it. Last week I found
myself in need of a mobile receiver
Bt supply, so I dug the circuit out of
the file. I put it together, with junk-
box parts, and was pleased to find
that it REALLY DOES work,

TI can be any old filament transformer
witha 12-volt centertapped wording
capable of severalamps, This is the
good part, as transistor-type trans-
formers are usually quite expensive
($12-$20), Be sure to use a good heat-
sink for the transistors, as they will
dissipate quite a bit of heat,

Values for the other circuit compo-
nents are notatall critical, and should

be chosen based on your available sup-
ply of parts.

The rfchoke in series with the B+ lead
on the output of the supply is an im-
portant part of the circuit, and can be

used on any type of T-supply to mini-
mize transformerwhine. The switch-
ing frequency of the filament trans~
former willbe somewhat less thanthat
of a conventional specially designed
transistor transformer, This factor,
coupled with the fact that the trans-
former is probably not potted, willadd
to the audiofrequency noise produced
by the unit, The rf choke is very ef-
fective in swamping out the whine, and
the result is a virtually noise-free dc
voltage.
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Distributor
nearest your QTH
The complete Waters line is always in stock
at all of these exclusive Waters distributors.

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216

AMRAD SUPPLY, Inc.
San Francisco, California 94121
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ARROW ELECTRONICS, Inc.
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AMATEUR RADIO

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS

DUMMY LOAD/WATTMETERS
An effective means of measur-
ing and peaking RF power into
a dummy load. Four calibrated
scales permit accurate readings
of RF watts. Protective warn-
ing tight.
MODEL 334A
1000 watts.

2 to 230 MHz $135.

ATTENUATOR
Gives stepped attenuation to
225 MHz from 0 to 61 DB in
1 DB steps. 50 ohms.
MODEL 371-1

(UHF Connectors) $29.95

:

:

COMPREAMP
Add definite "talk power" to
your signal with Compreamp!
Self-powered and solid state,
it is easily installed in the
mike line of either fixed or
mobile station. Great for the
added punch when QRM and
band conditions are tough
MODEL 359 $27.95

:
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:

::

COUPLER/PHONE PATCH

MODEL 3001
(Without Compreamp) $53.00
MODEL 3002
{With Compreamp) $72.50

:

:

Installed in 52 ohm
antenna lines, the filter as-
sures an outgoing signal free
of spurious frequencies that
cause interference problems.
High level, out-of-band signals
are rejected ahead of the re-
ceiver front end.

PAYETTE RADIO Limited
Montreal 3, Canada

Model 373-2 (2 meters) $29.50
Model 373-6 (6 meters) $32.50
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... Model @. each $

Total Order (Mass. Deliveries Include Tax) Check/Money Order Enclosed ..

NAME CALL...
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
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Portable
DUAL ~ TONE
Digital Encoder

by Gary Hendrickson W3DTN

All-purpose device allows repeater

control even from walkie-talkie by trans-

mitting coded tones through mike.

Many remotely controlled systems
around the country use Secode equip-
ment for performing the various
selection functions. However, it is
difficult to find a large enough supply
of encoders to keep up with the in-
creasing demand. This article shows
two simple solutions.

: : :
:

:

:
:

: 4
The hand-held digital encoder shown
inthe photo of figure 1 is small enough
to be used in any control application
--at the fixed station, in a mobile, or
with a walkie-talkie; yet, it is simple
to build and is highly reliable. The
unit is unique in that its tone output
is audible; the sender can be placed
near any control-transmitter micro-
phone to effect the selection of remote
functions.

e
:

: :
:

: :
:

:

: :

:
8

The "speaker" on the portable sender
is the receiver element froma conven-
tional ''500 series" telephone handset.
I found this particular earpiece to
produce the greatest output for a given
input level. It will easily drive a
microphone to full modulation.

The Secode system for which this
encoder was designed employs the
two-tone concept: as the dial is moved
to the finger stop, the first tone is

FIGURE 1

Hand-held Secode-type sending unit

telephone earpiece for audible tone output.

uses

generated. Thisinitialtoneis decoded
at the remote site to pull inthe ratchet
relay. The second tone is emitted as
a pulse train when the dialis released,
This tone causes the rotary wheel at
the decoder to step to a position
corresponding with the number of
pulses transmitted.
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As canbe seen in the photo of figure 2
the unit can be builtinto a considerably
smaller chassis then the one I used.
The size, for practical purposes, is
limited only by the dial, the earphone,
and the battery requirements. Mini-
ature dials are available on the sur-
plus market, but often these are not
provided with enough contacts to
perform the dual functions of dialing

:

: :

:

::

and keying. :

Figure 3 shows the schematic for the
portable sending unit. The single
transistor is not critical; it can be
any PNP type with an hep of 50 to 100.
An NPN transistor can be used if all
supply voltages, diodes, and other
polarized components are reversed,

: :
:

:
:

: 1
: :: : \\

a

4
6

: ::7
: :

The 88 mH toroid is the standard FIGURE 2
telephone loading coil familiar in
RTTY circles. It consists of two Photo shows construction of tone unit

FIGURE 3. Circuit diagram for portable Secode-type oscillator.
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FIGURE 4. Schematic diagram for mobile Secode-type encoder unit.
(This version contains a Schmitt trigger device for timing xmtr-on periods.)

windings; the adjacent ends at the perform a dialing sequence. The
center are tied together to obtain the
single centertap.

The frequency-determining capacitors
should be good-quality Mylar types
for best temperature stability. Small
values can be paralleled hereas neces-
sary to produce the exact frequency
of oscillation, One capacitor and the
switch itself can be omitted for single-
frequency encoders. The two tone
frequencies listed are standard with
Secode.

Figure 4 shows a more complex con-
figuration thatis ideal formobile use.
In the mobile version, relays Kl and
K2 can be a single unit if you have a
relay with sufficient contacts to per-
form the required switching functions.

The two-transistor Schmitt trigger is
an automatic-shutoff timer which can
be set for just the time required to

20

purpose of this is to key the trans-
mitter as soon as the dial is moved
and to hold it on the air until the full
dialing sequence is completed. In the
hand-held version, this function is
performed manually with the on/off
switch,

The 100 mF capacitor in the mobile
sender can be changed to effect vari-
ation of the period if the shutoff time
is not to your liking. Two seconds is
usually adequate, however. The tran-
sistors used for the Schmitt trigger
can be the sare type as that of the
oscillator itself.

Layoutis not critical, andconstruction
can be by any convenient means, either
with perforated phenolic board as I
used, printed circuit, or solder ter-
minal, Regardless of how you build
it, though, you'll find it an effective
means of joining the "squawk-teek-
teek-teek" group.
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For the crystal -conscious...

The

INSIDE STORY
of the

$7 Gem

Plus

SPECIAL PICTORIAL :

BIRTH
OF
A

CRYSTAL

by Eugene Kralik
Sentry MrGc COMPANY

Backin the early days of crystalmak-
ing, the crystal manufacturer cut his
"rocks" with little more than a pro-
tractor to determine the angle of his
cuts. Today, with rigid constraints
of tolerance, temperature, and size
becoming increasingly important, the
manufacturer must rely on a vast ar-
ray of complexmeasuring instruments
and test equipment,

In spite of all this, crystal making is
still an art rather than a science, The
crystalmaker knows thatwith the right
oscillator circuit he can provide a
crystal slab with a "grain" angle and
finish so precise that frequency toler-
ances to +0, 00025% can be held with-
out the use of a crystal oven.

Stability
With miniaturization the order of the
day, circuit space is at a premium.
And on many late ~model high - band
radios, no provisions have been in-
cluded for space consuming crystal
ovens. Instead, the radio manufac-
turers provide "temperature~compen-
sating" circuitry so the burden of
stability rests more than ever with
the crystal rather than the oscillator,
To satisfy these demanding frequency-
tolerance requirements, crystal ele-

ments must be held to within one-half
a minute of the intended angle of cut,
This follows through all stages of lap-
ping and polishing, where angles may
shift upwards by as much as 4minutes,

Fortunately for those ofus inthe crys-
tal-making business, most FM'ers and
two-way people, the heaviest crystal
users, are already keenly aware of the
fact that crystals are not absolute fre-
quency-determining elements. Most
of the "off frequency" complaints of
other classes of crystal users could
be solved if theywere as knowledgeable
as FM'ers about the effects of an os-
cillator circuit on a given crystal.

Oscillator Differences

To demonstrate how the frequency of
oscillation is altered when used in an
incompatible" circuit, Ihave selected
six common oscillator types for com-
parison(TableI), The same precision
6 MHz crystal will oscillate in any of
the three common transmitter oscil-
lator circuits; but lookat the variations
in actual frequency! A similar result
is experienced by inserting an 11 MHz
crystal into the three listed receiver
oscillator types.
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The first step ina crystal's life is
orientation for optic (Z) axis

Crystal hunks are then sliced into
wafers (above), and diced into
squares (below).

The plain truth is: most calibration
"error''tolerances required for com-
mercial two-way equipment are inthe
neighborhood of +0, 002%, Thus, even
though the GE transmitter would use
the same frequencymultiplication fac-
tor as Motorola, the GE crystal would
not "zero" in the Motorola unit.

There are two basic parameters that
affect a crystal's frequency of oscil-
lation: crystal drive and oscillator
load capacitance. So profoundly does
load affect the oscillating frequency
that virtually allcommercialunits are
equipped with a means for effectively
varying it to allow some degree of
crystal "rubbering.'' But even 'rub-
bering" allows only a finite amount of
shift before oscillator performance
begins to fall off,
From allthis, one can readily see the
importance of supplying the crystal
maker with sufficient oscillator data
when ordering a new crystal. From
my own experience at Sentry, I can
state, unequivocally, that you cannot
"oversupply" the crystalmanufacturer
withinformation, When ordering crys-
tals, make it a point to include:

@ equipment manufacturer and
model number

@ equipment type and part
number

e operating frequency

e crystal frequency

e information about circuit (oven
or nonoven use?) (does unit
have AFC?)

All is not lost, of course, if you don't
have all that information. At Sentry,
we can supply the proper crystal by
just looking at your oscillator circuit,
You can Xerox it or sketchit ona sheet
and send it with allthe supporting data
you have about the unit in which the
crystal is to be used,
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Natural vs Synthetic Quartz

The piezoelectric material that is the
heart of any crystal can be obtained
naturally or it can be synthesized and
mass-produced. A quiet controversy
has been going on for years between
crystal"experts" who can't come toa
complete agreement on the advantages
of one type over the other.
There is a very loud and powerful
voice -- that of a very large number
of crystal producers _ making a very
convincing case for synthetics, Syn-
thetic material is cheaper, which
means a lot more crystals for a lot
less money. The material is softer;
it can be ground and cut and graded
with unbelievable speed. With careful
control, synthetics can be made to per-
form almost exactly like the natural
stuff. The crystals --if they are sup-
plied from a quality-conscious manu-
facturer -~ exhibit characteristics that
are indiscernible from those ofa crys-
tal made from natural quartz. The Q
of synthetic-quartz crystals is lower
than that of its natural equivalent, but
this should not be too meaningful if
the oscillator circuit is very well de-
signed,

But there is an indefatigable school of
hard-headed artisans who just can't
quite see it that way. These diehards
acknowledge the fact that it takes ten
times longer to produce a crystalfrom
good natural quartz, but they say its
hardnessassures its stability and pre-
vents "aging, '' a phenomenon they say
is characteristic of the softer syn-
thetic quartz. A high Q is important,
they say, to guarantee oscillator fre-
quency integrity: the higher the Q, the
better the oscillator.

Atthe risk ofmaking this article sound
like an ad, I must say that Sentry was
founded on the belief that use of syn-
thetic quartz compromises product
quality, And tomy knowledge, itis
the only company left that hasn't been
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The squares are x-rayed for specific
angle,

Following the x-ray, each crystal is
loafed and rounded (above), then trans-
ferred to another department for lap-
ping and calibration (below),
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Some high-frequency crystals need a
high-speed polish.

The etching process (above) removes
all traces of particles and dirt, so
the crystal can be keyed (below) with
a base plating of gold, silver, or
aluminum.

"won over'' bythe economic attraction
of synthetics, No case for synthetic
quartz -- however well presented --

has ever been able to convince our
stubborn artists that natural quartz is
a waste of money.

Asa matter of fact, our boys might
possibly carry this "nature'' thing a
bit too far in the quest for perfection:
Theywon't use domestic quartz, With
near fanaticism, they make sure that
every bit of it coming into the plant is
pure Grade A material fresh from
Brazil,

Manufacturing
The photos accompanying this article
show the birth of a crystal, from the
arrival of the raw Brazilian quartz to
final inspection and checking of the
finished crystal. At Sentry, the raw
quartz is inspected soon after arrival
for impurities, inclusions and cracks.
During this inspection, the optic axis
of the rock is determined. The optic
axis is the "grain" of the crystal --
the reference point fromwhich various
axial cuts are based, The three basic
angles are on the X, Y, and Z axes;
Z is the optic axis, Such factors as
expected temperature environment,
circuit tolerances, and physical size
requirements will determine the axis
on which a given crystal will be cut.

* a

After inspection, the quartz stones
are cementedtoa glass plate and sub-
jected to x-ray examination, where
the optimum cutting angle is deter-
mined, Electronically controlled Swiss
saws cut the stone into wafers, which
are inturn diced intoa variety of square
sizes.

HHI

Ironically, after they're squared, the
wafersare rounded, Andhere's where
tolerances really start getting tight.
Diameters are held closer than plus
or minus 50 millionths of an inch --

about the thickness of the fog of your
breath on a sheet of glass.
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After rounding, the next steps are
rough, intermediate, and fine lapping
tothe approximate frequencies, Some
units, such as those for low frequen-
cies, must be beveled. Others, for
overtone or high frequency use, are
polished to an ultratransparent flat
finish, After the lapping stages, the
quartz blanks are etched, ultrasonic-
ally cleaned, and then baked. Next,
the crystals are metal-plated under
high vacuum using silver, gold, or
aluminum, The metalkey becomes an
electrode on the quartz blank. After
plating, the crystal is mounted on the
proper base and cemented at both edges
ofthe spring mount using a conductive,
thermal-setting cement.

:

:: : :

:

: :

The crystals are cured, and the unit
is calibrated to final frequency by
plating the electrodes in a nickel so-
lution, After baking the plated crys-
tal, the canis attached. Finally, the
entire unit is evacuated, and either
sealed off under vacuum or filled with
an inert gas such as nitrogen or heli-
um.

People often ask why all Sentry crys-
tals are plated rather than pressure-
mounted, The plated crystalhas these
definite advantages,

e Maximum piezoelectric
coupling is attained

e Possibility of arcing between
electrodes and crystals is
minimized

@ Frequency change due to shift
of relative positions of crystal
and electrodes is eliminated

e Tighter calibration and tem-
perature tolerances can be
achieved

The only real disadvantage is that the
plated crystal cannot dissipate as much
internal heat as can the pressure-
mounted unit, For this reason, plated
crystals must operate at lower drive
levels than pressure-mounted units of
the same cut and frequency.

The crystal is mounted and bonded to
a base fixture.

: :

son @
: :

:

:

4a
me 7

Final calibration (above) is accom-
plished with a nickel solution. Then
the can is evacuated and filled with
some form of inert gas (below).
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e Maximum piezoelectric
coupling is attained

e Possibility of arcing between
electrodes and crystals is
minimized

@ Frequency change due to shift
of relative positions of crystal
and electrodes is eliminated

e Tighter calibration and tem-
perature tolerances can be
achieved

The only real disadvantage is that the
plated crystal cannot dissipate as much
internal heat as can the pressure-
mounted unit, For this reason, plated
crystals must operate at lower drive
levels than pressure-mounted units of
the same cut and frequency.

The crystal is mounted and bonded to
a base fixture.

: :

son @
: :

:

:

4a
me 7

Final calibration (above) is accom-
plished with a nickel solution. Then
the can is evacuated and filled with
some form of inert gas (below).
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All Sentry crystals are checked at
final inspection for resistance to vi-
bration and shock; absence of mois-
ture, cracks, or inclusions inthe base
and seal; resistance /activity;unwanted
modes; and excessive pin-to-pin ca-
pacitance, Crystals are subjected to
a number of checks which may include
testing under a variety of temperature
conditions andin oscillators whichare
exact electrical duplicates of those in
which the crystal isto be used, Final
frequency determination is done with
an electronic counter to be sure the
crystal operates within the specified
tolerance,

;
1

:

+
*

a

Whenyou stopto consider all the proc-
essing a high-quality crystal must
undergo before it reaches your oscil-
lator, the 5- to 7-dollar price tag
doesn't seem very steep atall, does
it?

Crystals for special high-precision
use get the Coldweld treatment
(above) before final inspection (below)

PUBLIC AUCTION SALE!
Owner retiring- everything goes to the highest bidders

$500,000.°° VALUATION
MILITARY ELECTRONICS-Signal generators, power RESISTORS-Precision 1%, 5%, 10%, Tolerance all

ceivers, antenna plers, oscillators, radar frequency
meters, frequency meters, radio transmitters, radio re- values; /W, W, 2W and wire wound higher wattage in

meters, noise generators and many more items ranging
original factory sealed cartons and bulk. Manufactured

from DC thru micro-wave region.
by Allen Bradley, Stackpole, etc.

SYNCHROS, SELSYNS & GEAR MOTORS-new and CONDENSORS- Electrolytic - Major manufacturers in

used manufactured by Bausch, Arma and other for vary- can, FP type, tubular, cardboard-all new factory
ing voltages and frequencies. packed, Some PC types.

Dise ceramic-thousands of certain values, all first2-WAY RADIO EQUIPMENT mfgd. by Federal,
Motorola, industrial Radio ranging from handi-talkies to grade.
base stations. Miscellaneous-Mica, Bathtub, transmitting, ceramic,

variable, oil filled, ete.MASTER TV ANTENNA SYSTEMS-Booster & distribu.
tion amplifiers by Blonder Tongue, RCA and others. DIODES, TRANSISTORS, SOCKETS, CHOKES, COILS,
TRANSFORMERS: Federal Tetecommunications trans- TRANSFORMERS, POWER SUPPLIES, MOTOR GEN.
mitting types, class A, grade | and many others manu- ERATOR SETS, MOBILE POWER SUPPLIES - myriad
factured by Thorderson, Sola, Acme and other major useful items for Laboratory, shop, TV station, CCTV
manufacturers including various types such as power, operator, etc.
modulation, filter reactors, audio input, variable, etc. PANEL METERS: All sizes, Ranges & Types. Round,MICRO-WAVE EQUIPMENT including wave guide at- Square, Fan; ua-A, uy-Kv etc.
tenuators, generators, test sets, etc.

Blood Arithmometer.
Medical Electronics: Kelley-Koett X-Ray, Jaco-Jones TELETYPE machines, polar relays, power supplies, keyers,

converters & components.

The Denson Electronics Corporation
TO BE SOLD ON THEIR WAREHOUSE PREMISES

19 GROVE ST., ROCKVILLE, CONN.
(Route 31 - 1 mile north of Route 15, Exit 98)

WEDNESDAY,JULY10,1968 atlOAM edt
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Converting the 41V
"HOW TO"

Setting up the 4IV to operate on two
meters is toosimple towarrant a com-
plete article on the subject. After a
few preliminary value adjustments, the
tuneup procedure is perfectly straight-
forward, This article deals primarily
with changing a 6V unit to 12V; but, in
the interest of completeness, here is
the frequency conversion information:

1, Add 2-5 pF from pin 1 to pin 3
on Ll, L2, L3, L4, and L5 of
receiver.

2. Add 4or5 pF from pin 1 topin
3 on L7, L7A, and L8 of re-
ceiver,

Crystal data:

Transmit - Motorola Type R03,
85°C oven, Specify operating fre-
quency; Sentry will correlate,

Receive - Motorola Type R21, 85°C
oven, Specify operating frequency;
Sentry will correlate,

Sentry address is: 1634 Linwood Blvd,
Oklahoma City, Ok 73106.

ae

6 TO 12V CONVERSION,
TRANSMITTER

Double -Driver (V106)

(1) Disconnect and remove the
jumper between pins 7 and 8,

Disconnect the brown -white
lead from pin 2 and connect
it to pin 7. This connects
tubes V106 and V107 in series.

(2)

Tube V105: 3rd Doubler (25-50
MC) 2nd Doubler (152-174 MC)

e.

from Donald L. Milbury W6YAN

Disconnect and remove the
ground lead from pin 3,

(1)

Disconnect and remove the
jumper between pins 2 and 3,

(2)

(3) Connect a jumper between pin
2 and the center shield (gnd).

Disconnect the brown -white
to pin 3. This connects tubes
V101 and V105 in series.

(4)

Audio Amplifier (V108)

(1) Disconnect and remove the
ground lead from pin 9.

(2) Remove the jumper between
pin 9 and the center shield,

(3) Connect a jumper between the
center shield and ground.

(4) At the V108 tube socket, dis-
connect the brown lead (run-
ning from tube V109) from
pin 4 or pin 5, depending upon
which is used, and connect it
to pin 9, This connects tubes
V108 and V109 in series,

Tubes V102 (Modular), V103
Buffer and lst Doubler), and V104
(2nd Doubler - 25 to 50 MC and
Tripler - 152 to 174 MC)

d.

Replace the three type 6AU6 tubes
(V102, V103, and V104) with type
12AU6 tubes.

Antenna Relay

(1) Remove the three screws that
hold the antenna relay cover
to the chassis. Unsolder the

b. :

Converting the 41V
HOW TO" from Donald L. Milbury W6YAN

Setting up the 4IV to operate on two (1) Disconnect and remove the
meters is too simple towarrant a com ground lead from pin 3,
plete article on the subject. Aftera
few preliminary value-adjustments, the (2) Disconnect and remove the

tuneup procedure is perfectly straight jumper between pins 2 and 3,
forward, This article deals primarily
with changing a 6V unit to 12V; but, in (3) Connect a jumper between pin
the interest of completeness, here is 2 and the center shield (gnd).
the frequency conversion information:

(4) Disconnect the brown -white
1, Add 2-5 pF from pin 1 to pin 3 to pin 3, This connects tubes

on Ll, L2, L3, L4, and L5 of V101 and V105 in series,
receiver.

Audio Amplifier (V108)
2. Add 4or5 pF from pin 1 topin

3 on L7, L7A, and L8 of re- (1) Disconnect and remove the
ceiver, ground lead from pin 9.

Crystal data: (2) Remove the jumper between
pin 9 and the center shield,

Transmit Motorola Type R03,
85 C oven, Specify operating fre (3) Connect a jumper between the
quency; Sentry will correlate, center shield and ground,

Receive - Motorola Type R21, 85 (4) At the V108 tube socket, dis-
oven, Specify operating frequency; connect the brown lead (run
Sentry will correlate, ming from tube V109) from

pin 4 or pin 5, depending upon
Sentry address is: 1634 Linwood Blvd, which is used, and connect it
Oklahoma City, Ok 73106, to pin 9, This connects tubes

V108 and V109 in series.
6 TO 12V CONVERSION,

TRANSMITTER d. Tubes V102 (Modular), V103
Buffer and lst Doubler), and V104

a. Double-Driver (V106) (2nd Doubler - 25 to 50 MC and
Tripler - 152 to 174 MC)

(1) Disconnect and remove the
jumper between pins and 8, Replace the three type 6AU6 tubes

(V102, V103, and V104) with type
(2) Disconnect the brown -white 12AU6 tubes,

lead from pin and connect
it to pin 7, This connects ¢ Antenna Relay
tubes V106 and V107 in series.

(1) Remove the three screws that
b, Tube V105: 3rd Doubler (25-50 hold the antenna relay cover

MG) 2nd Doubler (152-174 MC) to the chassis. Unsolder the
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f.

g.

(2)

(3)

(4)

relay cover from the shield
around the rf section.

Remove the solid bus which
connects the relay coil to
ground,

Connect the brown-white lead
between the relay coil lug,
fromwhich the ground bus was
just removed, and pin 2 of
tube V106,

Replace the antenna relay as-
sembly on the chassis by
means of the three screws,
Resolder the relay cover to
the rf shield, This connects
the relay in series with the
transmit-receive relay on the
power supply chassis.

Crystal Socket (Single-Frequency
Models Only)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Use items 4 through 8 and
mount the two 15-ohm resis-
tors near the crystal socket
by using existing holes in the
chassis, Place one lockwash-
er, one eyelet, and one fiber
washer at each end of the re-
sistor, Connectthe resistors
in parallel,

Disconnect and remove the
ground connection from the
crystal socket,

Connect one end of the paral-
leled 15-ohm resistors to the
crystal socket terminal from
which the ground connection
was just removed.

Connect the other end of the
paralleled resistors toground,

No, 2 Oscillator V201 (Two-
Frequency Modeis Only)

(1)

(2)

Disconnect and remove the
jumper between pins 2 and 3
of the V201 tube socket,

Connect the 39-ohm resistor
between pin3 of tube V201 and
the grounded lug on the crys-
tal socket (X202), This con-
nects the filament of tube V201
in series with the 39-ohm re-
sistor across the 12V source,

Crystal Assemblies (Two-
Frequency Models Only)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Make a note of the frequency
of each crystal and remove
the two crystal assemblies
from their sockets, The crys-
tals must be removed from
each 6V assembly and inserted
in the new heater and base
assembly as outlined in. the
following steps. Use care so
that 6 and 12Vassemblies are
not mixed,

Remove the housing cover by
releasing the ring clamp,

Remove crystal from the 6V
base assembly and install in
12V base assembly,

NOTE

The letters A and B are
stamped on the bottom
of the base assembly,
Plug the crystal into the
socket on the A side.

Place the spacer plate between
the crystaland the heater ele-
ment and replace the cover,
Make sure that the polarity of
the cover and base agree.

Insert the crystal assembly in
the proper socket,

re lay cover from the shield (1) Disconnect and remove the
around the rf section, jumper between pins and 3

of the V201 tube socket,
(2) Remove the sOlid bus which (2) Connect the 39-ohm resistorconnects the re lay coil to between pin3 of tube V201 and

ground, the grounded lug on the crys-
(3) Connect the brown-white lead

tal socket (X202), This con-
nects the filament of tube V201between the re lay coil lug, in series with the 39-ohm re-fromwhich the ground bus was sistor across the 12V source,just removed, and pin 2 of

tube V106,
h, Crystal Assemblies (Two-

(4) Replace the antenna relay as- Frequency Models Only)
sembly on the chassis by
means of the three screws. (1) Make a note of the frequencyResolder the relay cover to of each crystal and remove
the rf shield, This connects the two crystal assemblies
the relay in series with the from their sockets. The crystransmit-receive relay on the tals must be removed from
power supply chassis, each 6V assembly and inserted

in the new heater and base
assembly as outlined in. the

f. Crystal Socket (Single-Frequency following steps. Use care so
Models Only) that 6 and1ZVassemblies are

not mixed,
(1) Use items 4 through 8 and

mount the two 15-ohm resis- (2) Remove the housing cover bytors near the crystal socket releasing the ring clamp,
by using existing holes in the
chassis, Place one lockwash- (3) Remove crystal from the 6V
er, one eyelet, and one fiber base assembly and install in
washer at each end of the ree 12V base assembly,sistor, Connect the resistors
in parallel,

NOTE
(2) Disconnect and remove the

ground connection from the The letters A andB are
crystal socket, stamped on the bottom

of the base assembly,
(3) Connect one end of the paral- Plug the crystal into the

leled 15-ohm resistors to the socket on the A side,
crystal socket terminal from
which the ground connection
was just removed, (4) Place the spacer plate between

the crystaland the heater ele-
(4) Connect the other end of the ment and replace the cover,

paralleled resistors toground, Make sure that the polarity of
the cover and base agree.

g- No, 2 Oscillator V201 (Two- (5) Insertthe crystal assembly inFrequency Modeis Only) the proper socket,
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6 TO 12V CONVERSION
POWER SUPPLY

Vibrator Connections

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Disconnect the shielded lead
from the two 2.9 h choke
coils located near the center
of the chassis (figure 1),

Disconnect the other ends of .

the two chokes from the two
0.5 mF capacitors (C4 and
C5). These two choke coils
are not used in the 12V cir-
cuit,

Disconnect the black-yellow
transformer lead from ca-
pacitor C4(0.5) and discon-
nect the red -yellow trans-
former lead from capacitor
C5 (0.5), Tape each lead
separately and dress it out
of the way.

Disconnect the sleeve-cov-
ered lead from pin 3 of the
vibrator socket. Use this
lead to connect capacitors
C4and C5 in parallel, Do not
solder the connections toC4
and C5 until completing step
15,

Disconnect the black, yel-
low, and redleads from pins
1, 2, and 4 of the vibrator
socket,

Remove the lead between
vibrator socket pin 6 and
ground,

Remove the 100-ohm resis-
tors connected between vi-
brator socket pins 1, 2, 4,
and 5 and ground,

Connect the red and black
leads to the ungrounded ter-
minal of C4 or C5 (changed

30

b.

to €104 and C105 on sche-
matic).

(9)
'vibrator socket and
Connect pins 2 and 4 of the

then
ground pin 4 at the ground

(10) Connect a 270-ohm resistor

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

lance near pin 5,

'from vibrator socket pin 1

to ground,

Connect a 270-ohm resistor
from vibrator socket pin 5
to ground,

Connect a 7.5~ohm resistor
from vibrator socket pin 6
to ground,

Connect the yellow trans-
former lead to vibrator
socket pin 1,

Connect a 20-ohm resistor
from vibrator socket pin 3
to the ungrounded terminal
of capacitor C4,

Connect the shielded lead,
whichwas disconnected from
the 2.9 H choke coil in step
1, to the ungrounded termi-
nal of capacitor C5.

Push-to-Talk Relay
Modifications

(1)

(2)

(3)

Remove the white-black lead
connected between terminal
8 of relay Kl and terminal
14 of transmitter terminal
strip Ez,

Remove thewhite-black lead
which connects between ter~
minal 14 of terminal strip
E2 and pin 4 of power plug
Pi,
Connect a black-white lead
from terminal 8 of relay K1

(Cont. page 58)

6 TO 12V CONVERSION to C104 and C105 on sche-
POWER SUPPLY matic),

a. Vibrator Connections (9) Connect pins 2 and 4 of the
vibrator socket and then

(1) Disconnect the shielded lead ground pin 4 at the ground
from the two 2.9 h choke lance near pin 5,
coils located near the center
of the chassis (figure 1). (10) Connect a 270-ohm resistor

from vibrator socket pin 1

(2) Disconnect the other ends of to ground,
the two chokes from the two
0.5 mF capacitors (C4 and (11) Connect a 270-ohm resistor
C5). These two choke coils from vibrator socket pin 5

are not used in the 12V cir- to ground,
cuit,

(12) Connect a 7.5-ohm resistor
(3) Disconnect the black-yellow from vibrator socket pin 6

transformer lead from ca~ to ground,
pacitor C4(0.5) and discon-
nect the red-yellow trans- (13) Connect the yellow trans-
former lead from capacitor former lead to vibrator
C5 (0.5), Tape each lead socket pin 1,
separately and dress it out
of the way. (14) Connect 20-ohm resistor

from vibrator socket pin 3

(4) Disconnect the sleeve-cov- to the ungrounded terminal
ered lead from pin 3 of the of capacitor C4,
vibrator socket, Use this
lead to connect capacitors (15) Connect the shielded lead,
C4and C5 in parallel, Do not whichwas disconnected from
solder the connections to C4 the 2.9 H choke coil in step
nd C5 until completing step 1, to the ungrounded termi
15, nal of capacitor C5.

(5) Disconnect the black, yel- b. Push-to-Talk Relay
low, and redleads from pins Modifications
1, 2, and 4 of the vibrator
socket, (1) Remove the white-black lead

connected between terminal
(6) Remove the lead between 8 of relay Kl and terminal

vibrator socket pin 6 and 14 of transmitter terminal
ground, strip Ez,

(7) Remove the 100-ohm resis- (2) Remove thewhite-black leadtors connected between vi-
brator socket pins 1, 2, 4,

which connects between ter-
and 5 and ground,

minal 14 of terminal strip
E2 and pin 4 of power plug
Pil,

(8) Connect the red and black
leads to the ungrounded ter- (3) Connect a black-white lead
minal of C4 or C5 (changed from terminal 8 of relay K1

(Cont. page 58)
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coupler
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TRANSMITTER RECEIVER

DEFEATING DESENSITIZATION :

by Van R. FIELDS, W20Q!

In a typical repeater situation, the
transmitted signal causes the limiter
current on the receiver to increase
(thus affecting receiver sensitivity at
the time when sensitivity is needed
most). It appears that the rf and
mixer stages are biased class C and
the mixer must generate noise that
the limiter "sees,"

In the above diagram, the transmitted
signal is transmitted from the lower
antenna and introduced into the upper
receiving antenna. The idea behind
this scheme is to introduce the same
signal back 180° out of phase and at
the same amplitude. This is achieved
by sampling the transmitted signal
with a directional coupler, adjusting
the phase with the line stretcher, and
adjusting the critical length to the
cavity.

IN REPEATERS

The cavity has a small loop that is
variable so the attenuation may be
adjusted with no phase shift. Ordin-
ary attenuators also introduce varying
amounts of phase shift, thus giving
two variables to be adjusted at once.

Motorolanormally puts in three large
cavities with small loops to get the
high skirt selectivity (and highlosses),
They usually shun spacings this close
in frequency.

To adjust, watch first-limiter current
on asensitive meter and turn adjusta-
ble cavity loop to about 45°. Next, ad-
just the line stretcher. A dip should
be noted on the meter at some point.
If the dip comes at the end of the ad-
justment (and italways seems to), add
a small section of coaxial cable.

(continued page 56)
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Solder brai ond
center con

3-port 2-meter

1A or more cavity with 3rd
port variable

Cavity detail

directional RG-8/U critical tength
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GR Line Stretcher

TRANSMITTER RECEIVER

EFEAT NG DESENSITIZATION
REPEATERS

by Van R. FIELDS, W20Q!

In a typical repeater situation, the The cavity has a small loop that is
transmitted signal causes the limiter variable so the attenuation may be
current on the receiver to increase adjusted with no phase shift Ordin-
(thus ffecting receiver sensitivity at aryattenuators also introduce varyingthe time when sensitivity is needed amounts of phase shift, thus givingIt appears that the rf and two variables to be adjusted at once,most)
mixer stages are biased class and
the mixer must generate noise that Motorolanormally puts in three largethe limiter sees, cavities with small loops to get the

high skirt selectivit (and highlosses),In the above diagram the transmitted They usually shun spacings this close
ignal is transmitted from the lower in frequency.

antenna and introduced into the upper
receiving antenna. The idea behind To adjust, watch first-limiter current
this scheme is to introduce the same on a sensitive meter and turn adjusta
signal back 180° out of phase and at ble cavity loopto about 45 Next, ad-
the same amplitude. This isachieved just the line stretcher. A dip should
by sampling the transmitted signal be noted on the meter at some point.with directional coupler, djusting If the dip comes at the end of the ad-
the phase with the line stretcher, and justment (andit always seems to), add
adjusting the critical length to the small section of coaxial cable.
cavity. (continued page 56)



The FCC
Speaks Out

ON repeaters
Part 97, Amateur RadioService rules,
does not provide for the unattended
operation of an amateur (repeater)
station used to automatically receive
and retransmit signals from other
amateur stations. Operation with a
properly licensed operator in attend-
ance atthe so-called repeater station,
or at an authorized remote control
point, is permissible provided the re-
quirements of applicable rules, in-
cluding Section 97.43, are met, Con-
trol of any remotely controlled trans-
mitter(s) must be exercised by the
licensee by wire line or radio link
(220-225 MHz or higher amateur band)
from a fixed remote control point,
Radio control links for RACES opera-
tion must be in the 220-225 MHz band
since higher frequency amateur bands
are not authorized for RACES opera-
tion,

Section 97, 43(b) (6) specified the re-
quirements for the operation of an
amateur (repeater) station by radio
remote control, Such operation must
be specifically authorized, and the re-
mote control point where the operator
is located must be designated in the
license, Provision must be made at
the remote control point to disable the
repeater transmitter, if its operation
should deviate from the requirements
of applicable rules, by means of con~
trol signals transmitted in the 220-225
MHz band or higher frequency ama-
teur bands, Provision should also be
made for disabling the repeater station
in the event the control receiver fails
or is captured by an undesired signal.
A timer may be used as a "fail-safe"

device to automatically limit trans-
mission to a period of not more than
three minutes, in the event of failure
of the radio control link or capture of
the control receiver by an undesired
signal.

Control of an amateur (repeater) sta-
tion is the responsibility of, and must
at all times be maintained by, the li-
censee ofthat station from the remote
control point specified on the license,
However, the repeater licensee may
limit access by other amateur stations
(mobile, fixed, or portable) by the in-
stallation ofappropriate circuitry such
as that which may be actuated by sub-
audible tones. However, this does not
relieve the station licensee of his re-
sponsibility to be present and main-
taining control of the repeater station
when it is in operation,

Identification and logging of the re-
peater station must comply with Sec-
tions 97.87 and 97.103. Automatic
identification by means of taped voice
or code wheel is permissible, Such
identification should be made at least
every three minutes while the repeater
is being used, Tape recordings may
be used for logging purposes.

Applications for remote control oper-
ation of amateur (repeater) stations
must satisfy the minimum require-
ments indicated, These basics have
been found necessary for adequate con-
trol and monitoring of operations in
the amateur radio service where the
use of frequencies is on a shared basis
by all amateurs and the probability of
interference is significant,
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GREGORYGE 249 :

ELECTRONICS

GREGORY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION is headquarters for
quality certified used two way mobile communications equipment.All radios whose unit sales price exceeds $45.00 are thoroughly
checked on our test benches. Equipment under $45.00 is not
subject to checkout, but will be physically complete.

TERMS: 25% with order, balance on delivery. Prices are FOP
our warehouse and all equipment is subject to prior sale,

GREGORY ELECTRONICS GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION
We will refund your purchase price within 5 days of receipt o.
merchanidse, if not satisfactory--except for crystals and tuning.

SPECIAL 5% DISCOUNT ON PURCHASES OF $500. OR MORE

Wishes to thank you for the tremendous response to our catalog
which appeared in the March issue by bringing you the following
outstanding F.M. buys
Send for free value packed catalog listing - 6 meter 2 meter & UHF
equipment and many other FM buys.

ABSOLUTE MUST FOR F.M. ERS
MOTOROLA

F.M. SCHEMATIC DIGEST $4. 50
92 pages covering most of the

1950 era Motorola equipment in
the 30-50 MC, 150-170 MC, and

2 METERS F.M.
450-470 MC bands , any of which
is easily converted to an adjacent
ham band,
A detailed listing of crystal
correlation and formulae data,
test meter readings, alignment
procedures, dynamotor informa-
tion, test set diagram, antenna
cutting chart, squelch and des-
criminator circuit theory dis-
criptions, control heads, inter-
connecting diagrams, and many
other diagrams and schematics.
Plus a section devoted to the
conversion of 450 MHz transmitters
and receivers to 432 MHz operation

REPEATER USERS, LOOK!

Multi-Freq. Specials-Very Clear
2 Meters T-43GGV Specials
in 15" cases 6/12 volts 30 watts
vibrator power supply
Wide band
Unit has two dual freq. trans-
mitter strips and a dual freq.
receiver, Two TX chassis
allow unlimited transmitter
freq. separation over entire
2 meter band. Your repeater
problems are over $158.00
With cables, control head,
speaker microphone, control re-
lay and fuse block.
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6 METERS F.M.
MOTOROLA X-51GGS SPECIALS VERY CLEAN!
3 frequency dual front end receiver
2 frequency transmitter
Receiver has a transistorized power supply
Transmitter uses a dynamotor.
12 volts 50 watts wide band
in 15" cases
Units complete with cables, multi-freq. control
head, speaker, microphone, control relay and
fuse block $128,

450 MHz USERS

Gregory Electronics offers you a large selection
of Motorola T-44 Series U.H. F. equipment,
Complete with cables, control head, speaker,
microphone, control relay and fuse block,
All units are 15-18 watts in 15" cases
T-44 A - 6 or 12 volts - vibrator supply $48,
T-44A6- 6/12 volt - vibrator supply $58,
T-44A6A-6/12 volt - vibrator supply $68,
T-44AAV-6/12 volt - vibrator supply $88,
With the conversion data in the schematic digest seen
above, you can be on 432 MHz in no time!

G-E Schematic
Outline and

Interconnection
DIAGRAMS

for G-E 2-way
FM RADIOS
VOL, 1

Pre-Pprogress Line
(1949-55)
25-50 MHz
72-76 MHz
VOL, 2

Pre-Progress Line
(1949-55)

150-174 MHz
405-425 MHz
450-470 MHz

$4. 50
each volume

General Electric
4ES14A

6/12V° 450-470MC
12-15 Watts

less accessories
$38

in lots
of 10... $30

GREGORY ELECTRONICS CORP. 249 Route 46 Saddle Brook. N 1 07662
Phone (201) 489 9000
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4-frequency
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for the 450 pre-prog
by

James J, Lev K6DGX-W6FHF

The GE Pre-Progress Line 450 MHz the Motorola T44, it is blessed with a
mobile unit is the most versatile piece fair amount of open chassis space that
of equipment available to the FMama- may be used to great advantage. (The
teur today. Unlike its nearest rival, T44has some openunderchassis space,
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but only on the power supply strip.)
The four-frequency circuit diagram
illustrated here is a composite of ex-
isting GE circuitry that has been mod-
ified to permit use in the Pre - Prog
receiver,

In addition to the four-frequency re-
ceive capability, there isalsoa decided
advantage to be realized by eliminating
the existing AFC oscillator platter due
to its tendency to excessive frequency
drift, (For those interestedina single-
frequency ''Progress Line'' oscillator
conversion to Pre-Prog units, refer
to "450 MHz Mobile Units for Remote
Radio Control, ''FM Bulletin, Septem-
ber 1967.)

To begin the conversion remove the
existing AFC first - oscillator platter
from the receiver, Remove the three
adjacent blank oscillator platters, then
remove the AFC feedline (black shield-
ed cable running towards rear of re-
ceiver strip), A metal plate should
now be cut to fit into this opening; a
little metalwork with a nibbler tool is
in order to make sure cross pieces
obstructing this opening are cleared
away. Coil Ll in the schematic is the

same coil that is on the AFC-type os-
cillator platter; it must be carefully
removed and remounted on the new
plate; examine the coil slug carefully
to be sure it has not been this
is afavorite stunt of some commercial
technicians that is sometimes used to
"stretch'' receiver frequency without
having to buy a new crystal; remove
the present capacitor across Ll and
solder a 47 pF in its place.

It will of course be necessary to em-
ploy dual crystal ovens; for best re-
sults it is suggested that either GE,
ITT, or RCA 12-volt types be used.
These are available at $3 each from
Mann Communications, 18669 Ventura
Blvd, Tarzana, California,

Your present AFC-type oscillator
crystal may not be used as the corre-
lation is different; it will be necessary
to buy new crystals of the GE "Prog-
ress Line" type that are available from
Sentry Manufacturing Co, When order-
ing, specify that the crystals are tobe
used in a GE Progress Line Model
#4ER26 NON-AFC receiver; holder
type F-605 with an oven temperature
of 85°C,

only $3.95

TOMO WAY RADIO ENGINEERS, IN

FM Schematic Digest
Add to your professional knowledge with this com-
prehensive 92 page collection of 11¥%e"x 17" sche-
matic diagrams and other information specifically
related to MOTOROLA COMMUNICATIONS equip-
ment,
Bound in loose leaf form, schematics included cover
test sets, control heads, rernote control equipmerntt,
squelch relays, single-tone oscillators, decoders, 6-12
volt conversion and many more systems.
Know your Motorola equipment better . . make
repair and maintenance easier with the complete
FM SCHEMATIC DIGEST.
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Progress Line

Diagrams

Prepared specially for

Maes;
25-50 sanz
72-76ay

IN TWO VOLUMES
Each volume measures 11" by 17' and con-
tains approximately 100 pages of diagrams
for servicing Two-Way Radios manufactured
by General Electric from 1949 thru 1955.
Tube pin voltages, specifications and meter

readings are provided for most units.

Pre-

VOLUME (LBI-3883)
25-50 MHz and 72-76 MHz

$4.50
TRANSMITTER-
RECEIVERS
ES-18-A
ES-22-A, B, C and D

RF POWER
AMPLIFIERS
EF-2-A

TRANSMITTERS
ET-5-A, B, C, D, F

and H
ET-7-A, B and D
ET-8-A, B and D
ET-11-A

7484520-G22 thru
-G27

7668337-G1 thru -G6

RECEIVERS
ER-6-A, B, C and D
ER-7-A and B
ER-8-A
4ER19A1 and 2
7484534-G3 thru -G1]

POWER SUPPLIES
VP-401 and VPG-401
7666209-G1
7774925-G1
7774930-G1 and -G2
7775128-G1

VOLUME Il (LBI-3884)
150-174 MHz and 405-475 MHz

$4.50
TRANSMITTER- 7668362-G1 and -G2
RECEIVERS 7669061-G1 and -G2
ES-12-A, B and C RECEIVERS
ES-14-A JERICI and 2ES-13-A and

4ER18A1 and 2
4ER21A1
4ER22A1 and 2
7484500-G1 thru -G3

AMPLIFIERS

ES-15-A and B 4ER9A1

and 15

7668326-GI and -G2
POWER SUPPLIES

ES-16-A and B
ES-17-A and B
ES-20-A

RF POWER 7484534-G1, 12

EF-1-A 7666069-G1 and -G2

TRANSMITTERSand
ET-1-C and E 7486438-P1
ET-9-A and B 7487693-P1
ET-19-A, B and C 7488420-P1
7142245-G4 7666209-G1

ET-6-A, B, C, D,

7352883-G1 thru -G4
7353545-G1 thru -G4

7668327-G1 and -G2
7669060-G! and -G2

7484519-G1, 2, 5 7774925-G1
and 7 10 7774930-G1

7484520-G1 6,9 7775266-G1
and 10

To order: Send your check or money order to the General Electric Co., Box 4197, Lynchburg, Va.
24502. Prices are subject to change. Postage is prepaid within the U.S. or Canada.
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REMOTE CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR by

If your VHF/FM gear is of Pre-Prog-
ress vintage and you have been won-
dering how to add multifrequency ca-
pability, here is your answer. This
article describes a remote crystal
oscillator with switch selection of up
to four crystals. Since the original
unit was intended for the transmitter
of anES-1Btwo-meter FMunit, 3 MHz
crystals were used,

The circuit should work equally well
with crystals of other frequencies (up
to 15 MHz or so), and it can be ap-
plied to receiver local oscillators as
well as transmitters. It is not de-
signed to work with overtone crystals,
however,

The circuit consists ofa transistorized
Pierce oscillator coupled toan emitter
follower for isolation and low output
impedance,

The oscillator unit may be mounted in
any convenient location and coupled to

Sam Craig W2ACM

the transmitter by a length of ordinary
shielded cable. Neither the type of
cable nor its length appears to be crit-
ical, In the original installation, a
four-conductor shielded cable having
a length of about six feet was used,
The output impedance of the circuit is
low enough totolerate the shunt capac-
itance of 15 feet of shielded cable or
coax, without any drastic reduction in
output voltage. Impedance matching
is not necessary since optimum power
is not a requirement.

The rf output from the remote oscil-
lator is fed directly into the grid ofthe
former oscillator tube inthe transmit-
ter, so that this stage now becomes a
buffer, The cathode of this tube (and
screen, ifa pentode) should be bypassed
to ground for rf if not already done in
the existing circuit. In my installa-
tion, the grid current in this stage was
not as high with the remote oscillator
as it was originally, but the drive lev-
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coax, without any drastic reduction in
output voltage. Impedance matching
is not necessary since optimum power
is not a requirement.

The rf output from the remote oscil-
lator is fed directly into the grid ofthe
former oscillator tube inthe transmit-
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el in the subsequent stages was un-
affected,

The output frequency is not affected
by the load, and changes only a few
hertz when the supply is varied between
5 and 15V. Although the output volt-
age increases as the supply voltage is
increased, the use of more than 15V
is not recommended,

The following two pages show the com-
plete plans for the oscillator. Once
the etched circuit boards are made,
assembly of the unit is quite simple.
After soldering the components to the
main circuit board, attach the output,
power, and ground leads and mount
the board intheMinibox, Be sure that
leads and solder do not protrude more
than 1/16 inchon the foil side of the
board, Then attach and wire the con-
nector (J1). Next, the rotary switch
(S1) should be put in place and connect-
ed to the main board,

The remaining two circuit boards with
the crystal sockets and trimmers are
fastened together and mounted last in
the box, The front of this assembly
is supported by the leads from the
boards to the switch, so 20 or 18 AWG
solidwire should be used for mechani-

cal stability, Use care when inserting
or removing the crystals so as not to
crack the circuit boards, Glass-epoxy
boardmaterialis worth using, ifavail-
able, because of its greater strength,

When adjusting the trimmers for exact
frequency, remember that placing the
cover on the box will lower the fre-
quency slightly (10 to20Hz with 3 MHz
crystals) due tothe added capacitance,
To avoid this problem, holes can be
drilled in the cover for access to the
trimmers, Because of its small size,
the oscillator can easily be taken toa
counter or other measuring equipment
for accurate frequency adjustment,

Measurements of thermal stability
have not beentaken yet, but experience
has shown that in the usual mobile
environment the frequency does not
change enough to be evident at the re-
ceiving end,

If you have any trouble making the re-
mote oscillator work, please get in
touch with the author.

Acknowledgment:

The authorisindebtedto N. V. Friend,
who furnished the idea for this device.
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REPEATER LICENSING
- HOW TO BEAT THE

by Gary Hendrickson W3DTN

So you want to build and license a re-
peater? Well, we went through the
hassle of licensing the Baltimore area
repeater, WA3DZD, andmaybe through
our experience we can help other as-
pirants of a similar nature.

The important thing tokeep in mind is
that the boys at the FCC office don't
have time to read through a ream of
paperwork, Keepit simple! DON'T
send schematics a instructionmanuals
for the equipment you intend to use.
Send pictures! They like pictures! A
block diagram similar to that shown,
and a very brief explanation of how it
works will be less likely to wind up at
the bottom of a big pile on somebody's
desk,

Of course the first item on the list is
the old faithful FCC form 610, "Appli-
cation for Station License,"

Part I,

Subparts 1 through7 are self-explana-
tory.

Subpart 8. If you want a special call-
sign as a memorial toa deceasedama-
teur, there must be a valid reason, not
merely just a friend. He must have
been a past member of your club, or
something equally valid. Otherwise a
new callsign will be issued,

Subpart 9. The remote station loca-
tion must be pinpointed as accurately
as possible, Under certain circum-
stances in Subpart 11, the geographi-
cal latitude and longitudemust be given.

HASSLE

Subpart 10A, If more than one con-
trol point is needed, additional points
should be listed on a separate page, by
name, call, and address,

The address shown on Subpart 10A
form 610 should be that of the trustee,
When the license is issued, that is the
address that will be shown, but an ad-
ditional sheet with the list of additional
control points will accompany it, and
this must be posted along with the li-
cense atall control points, Our license
has 7 additional control points licensed,
and the New England repeater system
has over 15, in 5 states!

Subpart 10B, Ifremote control will be
by radio, several requirements must
be met, and stated:

a. The remotely controlled trans-
mitter must be located ata point read-
ily accessible, and on premises con-
trolled by the licensee, If it is on
someone else's property, the licensee
must have ready access to it,

b. The transmitter will be in a
locked cabinet and only accessible by
duly authorized persons, A guarantee
that local electrical regulations re-
garding safety and good engineering
practice would be advisable,

c. A copy of the station license
must be displayed on the exterior of
the transmitter cabinet, and the orig-
inal must be displayed at the control
point,



d. Areceiver tuned tothe operating
frequency of the remotely controlled
transmitter must be in continuous op-
eration atthe remote control point for
monitoring the emission of the remote
transmitter,

e. Some means to deactive the re~
mote transmitter from the control
point in the event ofany deviation from
the terms of the license must be pro-
vided. Asimple statement of how this
is accomplishedis all that is required,

£ The controlling transmitter at
the remote control point will operate
in the bands of 220 MHz or above.
Specific frequencies need not be spec-
ified -- just the bands involved,

In our application we stated that all
equipment used in the system is of the
type that is type -approved for com-
mercial use and is listed on the FCC
radio equipment list, that all trans-
mitters and recéivers willbe crystal-
controlled, and that antennas will be
installed in compliance with good en-
gineering practice. The above items
should all be stated on one page.

If the system includes more than one
remotely controlled point, such as
satellite receiver points, or control-
relay points, a block diagram should
be submitted for each site, as wellas
a block diagram for the overall system.

Subpart 11, If the antenna does not
exceed local FAA tower height limits,
vote NO. If it is your own tower, use
FCC form 401-A, as instructed. If
you are borrowing space on an already
existing commercial tower, file FCC
form 714, The licenses for the exist-
ing commercial radio equipment on the
towerwillhave FCC file numbers listed
on them, which can be referred to for
notificationto FAA, The exact latitude
and longitude must be listed. In the
event the commercial user of the tower
discontinues use thereof, you must
assume full responsibility for towér

maintenance, such as painting and
lighting, or be prepared to surrender
the station license for cancellation,
This should be clearly spelled out.

Subpart 12, In addition to filling in
the blank, you should submit a letter
of authorization to use the premises
where the remotely controlled station
is to be located, signed by some offi-
cial indirect charge of the premises.
In our case this was the chief dispatch-
er of the county policy and fire radio
systems, whose tower we are using.

Subpart 13, If this is to be a club sta-
tion, send a copy of the constitution
and bylaws. If an incorporated club,
include a copy of the articles of in-
corporation filed with the state,

Last but far from least is that little
check for the appropriate filing fee.

The whole package should be sent to
the Gettysburg, Pa. office, from which
it will be forwarded on to Washington,
D.C. for technical evaluation,

That's all there is to it! Don't bother
the menat your local FCC office. Many
of them don't even knowwhata repeater
is andwould tell you it's illegal. Bear
in mind to make it complete, but sim-
ple. The boys at the FCC headquarters
office have been very cooperative with
us and we hope that this information
will help you and them to do the job as
quickly and easily as possible,

22
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"OK ~ so your repeater works. Now let's
try dialing the destruct code."
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CHRONICLES
OF SEVEN 81x

By Ken Sessions 1

VII, REPEATER CHEATERS

Everything was copacetic. Or so we thought. Fred and
Thad a complete 450 mc repeating system that let us have
unhampered communications between ourselves. And if we
wanted more activity, it was merely a matter of calling
home through our "private repeater'' and having my wife
dial the tie-in number, When she'd dial the proper 5-
digit number, our 2 meter receiver on the hill would feed
all signals into our 450 transmitter. When our 450 receiver
heard signals, it would feed them into the 2-meter trans-
mitter, keying it automatically, In this way, we could work
2 meters or ''secret channel" at will,
And everything worked beautifully, The remote 2 meter
transceiver on the hill would allow us fantastic range, while
mobile almost anywhere within a 100-mile radius. The 100
watts on the hill was far better than the kilowatt at home.
And the kilowatt, used on rare occasions, made us virtually
jamproof, Then one night I dialed on and got into a ragchew.
Then--without warning--I heard the "dial off" signal, and I
was off the air. I dialed on again, but only to be again
turned off, Someone was playing tricks. (Not an unusual
occurrence among seven-sixers.) The ratfink had found my
secret channel, tape-recorded the function selection tones,
then played them back through my system. The scary part
was that the hijacker's signals completely captured mine,
although I was within 15 miles of the remote transmitter
and directly line-of-sight. My 25-watt control signal had
seemed adequate at first, but it began to look pretty puny
as the buttinski's signals clobbered me out,

On the very first day I heard the intruder, I shut down the
system at the earliest opportunity, and began work on a
highly-directionalmultielement yagi. Itonly took a few hours
to construct the antenna, I used a wooden broom handle
for the boom, and copper brass welding rod for the elements.
A few minor adjustments after checkout with an SWR meter
brought the match up to what it should be,

I installed the beam, and carefully aimed it at the remote
site, which I could almost see. Then I went into the house
and started yakking, with the hope that my nemesis would
try to capture me out again. I was really ready for him
this time, and said so, But before I could finish my trans-
mission, I was dialed off.

I secretly declared war.

It was war, all right. The mystery repeater cheater struck
again and again; each time causing more embarrassment
than the last. We increased the power of our control trans-
mitter and optimized the efficiency of the control beam.
Eventually, after replacing our RG-8/U coax with extremely
low-loss Heliax, and raising the control yagi to 65 feet, we
were able to keep control of the remote base station under
any circumstances. When our friend would try to use our
system, I would simply come on channel and capture him
out. He soon tired of fruitless jamming, and disappeared.
But not for long! It was apparently obvious to the "cheater"

inhibited use of our facilities, our nemesis was engaged in
diabolical reasearch,

When three weeks had elapsed without interruption on our
secret input frequency, we became lax. I would leave the
system turned on when I went out for the evening, (When
the system is "turned on", the 2 meter FM frequency, as
received on the hill, is automatically retransmitted on our
450 mc frequency when a 2 meter carrier appears on chan-
nel.) On one particular evening, I decided to visit a friend
for an evening of chess. Fred had decided to go into Los
Angeles, and Helen, my wife, retired early.

For Fred, one drink led to another, prolonging his LA visit.
For me, one game led to another, It was nearly 2 AM when
I got into my car to go home. As is the custom, I turned
on my mobile control rig. A very suspicious gurgling sound
was all I could get from the remote. I turned on my 2 meter
mobile rig. The gurgling sound was there too. I realized,
with sudden horror, that my 2 meter hilltop kilowatt was
being keyed, and modulated with strange noises. 1 found
out later that it had been transmitting for nearly four hours.
It was a simple matter to shut it off, and I did.

bear repeating.

iatively
Some of the ubsequent comments, while noteworthy, couldn't

Inhabitants of the ch were pretty upset. People found
that they couldn't communicate with each other for more
than a half-mile, even though they were 30 or 40 miles from
my transmitter, Needless to say, 1 was shamed. It was
several daus before 1 could make another appearance on the
Preferred Frequency. (The episode hasn't been forgotten
even to this day.)
Our nemesis was back! He had discovered an effective
way of locking our transmitter on, It was only after a cal-
culated, well organized research program that Fred and I
realized how our nasty adversary had accomplished his evil
purpose,

After considerable experimentation, we found that while our
450mc transmitter ison, the 450 mc receiver is desensitized.
The repeater cheater had produced an attenuated 450 mc
signal just strong enough to key the hilltop tranemittera,
When the transmitters (one on 2 meters, and one on the 450
mec band about 6 mc from the input) are keyed, the 450 mc
receiver loses sensitivity, and the carrier disappears. When
the carrier disappears the tranamitters shut off, and the cycle
repeats, Indefinitely,that another jamming means must be And Fredadopted.

and I were unaware that while we were finally enjoying
For the time being, our only course of action was to dis-
connect the 2 meter remote facility from our 450 mc re-
peater. Jamming would then only interfere with those of
ue operating on the 450 mc system, When the two were

momentarily- -his 'project.
disconnected, the jammer lost interest, and abandoned- -

Meanwhile, Fred and 1 had to come up with an unjammable
system, We considered a number of selective control systems,
similar to those used commercially on crowded industrial
channels. The single-tone system was ruled out right away.
It's very effective for commercial use, but presents no ser-
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ious challenge to a devoted jammer, With single-tone,carriers are only repeated when accompanied by an initial
short burst of tone. A good whistler masters the act of
simulating these signals in short order,

Private line was a possibility, With PL, a continuous tone
of a specific frequency must accompany a carrier before
it canbe repeated. But here again, any good jammer has
an audio oscillator at hia disposal, and finding the right tone
frequency is no great feat, Besides, who wants to put up
with a background hum on every transmission? There had
to be a better way.

Fred's first defensive act was to reduce the control re-
ceiver's input bandwidth. The GE pre-Progress line of
FM receivers uses a superwide AFC system. Any station
with a reasonable signal operating within 75 ke from the
crystal frequency will pull in. So Fred got a couple of
diodes and placed them across the discriminator so as to
reduce the bandwidth to 15 kc.

busting tactics of seven-sixers - and eventually had to abandon
his entire project.

When Steve's telephone/seven-six system became a matter
of general knowledge on the channel, some of the sneakier
rascals began to devise dastardly plots whereby they might
use his device to their own personal advantage. Steve
caught on fast and kept all significant information a deep
secret, He was impregnable to inquisition from friend and
foe alike, and jealously guarded even trifling bits of data
which he thought might help some seven-sixer to learn his
secret number,

The more secretive Steve became, however, the more
curious were his associates, and the more determined were
the Bad Guys to break into his system. Time passed, but
the interest didn't subside. The Bad Guys didn't show any
real progress, and those big talkers among them began to
lose their cherished notoriety for syetem busting.
All this especially perplexed Paul Signorelli, K6CHR, who
took great pride in his official title of "Supernasty."' Paul

While Fred was engaged in this project, I worked to d

the fruits of a brainstorm of my own. Part of our problem
stemmed from the fact that the system was just plain ac-
cessible. The input 450 mc antenna was omnidirectional,
on a mountaintop, and on a 60-foot tower. Anyone anywhere
could plop a 100-milliwatt signal on the 450 mc input freq-
uency -- once I'd turned on the system -- and be repeated
onto 146.76 mc, We had never seriously considered instal-
lation of a directional receive antenna because of the limit-
ations it would naturally impose on our mobile operations,

But we had a pretty capable control system, and the capacity
to include additional control functions. Suppose a directional
antenna were employed normally, then changed to omni-
directional only during mobile use?

This was the answer! I connected a coaxial relay so that
in the normal state the receive antenna was a highly direct-
ional multielement beam aimed toward my house. By dail-
ing a certain digit at home, the relay was energized, and
the receiver was switched over to the omnidirectional
groundplane.

Loss of control, momentary loss of power, or shutdown of
the system would automatically cause the receiver to revert
back to the directional antenna.

While I worked on the antenna system, Fred scrounged up
a 3-minute electrical timer, and wired it in. Any 2 meter
transmission (from our transmitter) in excess of 3 minutes
would disengage the 2 meter station from our 450 mc repeater
system, and necessitate redialing the 5-digit number to re-
connect,

All this preparation kept the Bad Guys out of OUR systemfor awhile, but elsewhere, others were having problems
of their own!

In keeping with the trend toward private repeater operation,
agenerally widespread-effort to "sophisticate and modernize'!
manifested itself on the Preferred Frequency. It goes with-
out saying that seven-six does not represent the upper-
income bracket of hamdom, hence only a handful of seven-
sixers were equipped financially or materially to establish
remote transmitting facilities. Afew others spent impressive

ts on late-model equipment and the like, but the major-
ity were left to their own limited devices. And of this
Majority, a number of operators displayed a degree of in-
genuity and resourcefulness that might well be envied by
even the most extravagant of hobbyists. For individual
systems began to appear that couldn't be duplicated regard-less of cost.

One of the most interesting specimens of this elaborate gim-
crackery was a special radio land-line network designed and
built by Steve Childress, WB6CSZ, at a ridiculously modest
cash outlay, His system was a masterpiece of amateur
imagineering.
Steve linked his 2 meter FM station with a private tele-
phone line in such a way that he could dial his own unlisted
number from any other telephone and be automatically patched
into seven-six, (Such operation is not blessed by the tele-
phone company, but absence of a direct tie-in precludes the
legalities of intervention.) Steve was planning to expand the
system still further by installing a tone system and dialing
mechanism in his car so that he would be able to initiate
telephone calls from his mobile transmitter. Unfortunately,
however, he hadn't reckoned on the characteristic system

rep jon to uphold, and became obsessed with the
idea of learning the magic number that would allow to operate
Steve's radio from any telephone. So intense was Paul's
drive in this quest that he spent an entire day at the local
telephone company making friends and establishing relation-
ships in a concentrated effort to glean what scraps of vital
information he could -- anything that might help him to
learn Steve's private number. And his time was not ill
spent! Paul didn't get Steve's number(in spite of pleading,
deceit, and offered bribes), but he did learn an extremely
important and very useful fact:

had a

lf a person.in Steve's telephone exchange area were to dial
the numerals 951, an automatic computer device in the tele-
phone office would cause immediate verbal playback of the
number of the telephone being dialed! If Paul could just use
Steve's telephone, he could dial the three-digit number and
learn the supersecret key to the system,
As it happens, Paul was not on the best of terms with Steve,
so obviously he could not use Steve's telephone to dial the
computer. He must delegate the task to a mutual ac-
quaintance of dubious character willing to commit such a
treacherous act. Naturally, I qualified.
But in my own defense I must say that this was not in itself
an agreeable assignment. My consent was based on Paul's
promise not to make public certain secret communications
I had been having with the FCC.
At any rate, I was to visit Steve and, at the first opport-
unity, surreptitiously dial 951, then memorize the automatic
playback, I would report this to Paul at a clandestine meet-
ing later in the evening.

It went off remarkably well, When I arrived at Steve's, he
had other visitors, W6NQS and WB6DEJ. Both his visitors
were trying to pry the secret telephone number from him,
and Steve was enjoying the attention enormously. Before I
even got in the door I told the fellows that 1 knew the number
and would mention it on the air for all to hear, Steve eyed
me with suspicious disbelief and challenged me to repeat
the number, Of course I could not, so I declined on the
grounds that it would not be morally right, etc., etc.

The instant that the center of attention was diverted to an-
other part of the house, I dashed to the telephone and dialed.
Almost without hesitation the number came back -- and 1
committed it to memory and replaced the receiver on the
hook,

Someone suggested we all go to a nearby hamburger joint
to continue our idle chatter, so Steve ushered all of us to
the door and locked his apartment, confident that his secret
was safe, And actually, it would have been. I had already
decided to forget the number and give Paul a false report,
But it was too late for that.

We were two blocks from Steve's apartment when we heard
K6CHR's voice coming in uncommonly strong on Steve's
mobile rig. It wasn't until the voice said. "Thanks, Ken,
you did a fine job of sleuthing, that the full impact of what
was happening struck home,

Steve was slightly puzzled, I was embarrassed; doublecros-
sed; hoist, as it were, by my own petard!

"Boy, your telephone system sure works great, Steve,"
Paul's voice gloated. The fink was ratting on me in first-
class sevye-six tradition. (Cont. on page 50}
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Hey fellas !

Let's put up a repeater!

by
P, L, Cohen (WB4DZH)

That's just about how it started. <A

number of two-meter FM addicts a-
round the Miami, Florida area decided
to "improve the state of the art," and
so the WB4HAA repeater was born.

With this thought in mind, the word
was quickly passed around on , 94 that
there would be a meeting at the home
of Bun Freedman(K4EBG) for the ex-
press purpose of forming an organiza-
tion to geta repeater going, The meet-
ing was well attended by a fairly rep-
resentative group operating two-meter
FM equipment in the area.

A guest was present --a man who was
down visiting from Michigan and knew
quite a bit aboutthe various repeaters
already in operation in that area and
other locations along the eastern sea~
board, This gentleman had recently
started a small publication for FM'ers
aptly titled "FM Bulletin," If Mike
can remember that occasion he'll re-
member the labor pains that accom-
panied the birth of the South Florida
FM Association, the election of tem
porary officers, and the first steps
toward our goal of an operational re-
peater.

At this point the road branches off in
two directions, butmeets again further
on in this tale of trial and tribulation,
One path was the procurement of the
license, while the other concerned the
technical aspect ofthe repeater itself,
A great deal of time was consumed in
the pursuit of both these elusive spec-
ters.

A technical committee was formed
whose sole purpose was to set up the
design of the repeater system, Another
committee (with the usual duplication
in membership) was formed to draft
the license application and to determine
a site for the repeater when (no ques-
tion of "if") the license was obtained.
Let's have a look at these hardworking
committees and see what they accom-
plished, and how they did it,

The technical committee. first drew up
a rough draft ofwhatthe repeater con-
figuration should look like, Control
systems were determined and block
diagrams made up so that nothing was
left to chance. The members of the
association had decided to use an input
frequency of 146,34 MHz, which was
standard, After some lengthy discus-
sion, an output frequency of 146,70
MHz was selected to eliminate the in-
terference thatwould have been caused
by having an output on 146,94 MHz,
Research intothe question also turned
up the information that the frequencies
we chose were considered by many to
be the national repeater frequencies
for two-meter FM,

Once the technical paperworkwas com-
pleted, the committee finally set about
the actual construction ofthe repeater.
A site had been obtained for the trans-
mitter atthe location of the University
of Miami Radio Club (K4HYE) on the
top floor of the engineering building,
while the receiver would be located
another building onthe university cam-~-

pus. Assignments were handed out
and various members ofthe committee
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undertook to construct the various
components of the repeater system,
while the entire project was straw-
bossed by our able technical director,
Don Hayman (WA4JBI).

:

Components for the repeater were ob-
tained through three primary channels
(no, not beg, borrow, and steal, al-
though this may have been simpler),
Some equipment was donated by mem-
bers of the association, some was
purchased outright from the GE bar-
gain corner through the assistance of
association prexy Norm Ginsberg
(W4YFD), while our third source of
supply was the ingenuity and ability of
ourmembers, For example, our timer
panel was designed and constructed by

:

the association's vice president Aubrey
Hutchison (K4ANV); a cw identification
code wheel andtone oscillator was the
project of Jay Smith (W4TQH); the au-
dio input system was put together by
secretary Ted Holdahl (K4ANW); while
a surplus tape recorder was modified
and hooked up for logging purposes by
Cal Barfield (K4GSN). This does not
mean to imply that these were the only
workers on the project; all members
of the association cooperated fully
whenever a working partwas required,
After all, it was "our" repeater, and
we were responsible for giving birth
to it.

eee.

:
:

: :
::

:

:

While the technical work was going on,
efforts were being made to obtain a
license for the repeater, and this is
where we beganto run into a few stum-
bling blocks, Inquiries at the local
FCC office really didn't shed much
light on what was really required to
license a repeater for legal operation,
soa decision was made to submit an
application requesting waivers on just
about anything we could think of, Wai-
vers were requested on logging, con-
trol and identification, and a few other
aspects. Wewere shortly greetedwith
the nicest rejection slip you ever did
see, But, along with the rejection, in
plain words, was just what the FCC
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required to license a repeater for le-
gal operation. So back went our re-
vised application, complete and to the
very letter of the requirements,

Five associationmembers were setup
as trustees on the application, and these
five have control over the repeater via
UHF link and Secode. There is atleast
one trustee control station on the air
whenever the repeater is operational.
There is a three-minute "time
which will drop out the transmitter
unless it is reset by transmitter drop-
off. Reset takes place when the COR
is dropped out. If timeout occurs and
the transmitter drops out, someone is
left talking to himself, Another three-

out"!



minute timer controls the code wheel,
triggering it after three minutes ifthe
transmitter is being keyed, For the
firstten seconds of each transmission
the tape recorder comes on for logging
purposes, soa reel of take designed
to last for 24 hours actually lasts us
almost six weeks. All of this infor-
mation was included in our revised
application -- now all we hadto do was
wait.

One day the good news came and ela-
tion came to the SFFMA, A license
had just been received for the remote
operation ofa transmitter withthe call
letters of WB4HAA. There was still
the final twisting and tweaking yet to
do, soit took another week or so of
concentrated effort on the part of the
association members, but on the eve-
ning of April Fool's Day WA4JBI and
WB4DZH had the collective honor of
making the first official mobile - to -
mobile contact via the WB4HAA re-
peater.

Technically, the WB4HAA repeater has
a lineup as follows: The VHF trans-
mitter and receiver are GE Progress
Line; bothtransmit and receive anten-
nas are Mosley DB-2 Diplomats; and
the UHF receiver is Motorola,

Yes, we had our problems, and every
once ina while there's a gremlin that
must be worked out, but right now the
WB4HAA repeater is working just fine,
And you can bet that there are some
mighty proud hams on the frequency
knowing thatthe repeater they're using
is ''their baby. '' So ifyou're ever rag-
chewing on.94 and somebody pipes up
with the remark, ''Hey fellas, let's
putup a repeater, " just remember that
it CAN be done --and you can have one
helluva good time doing it, too,

Hybrid Loops (Cont)

notch bandwidth, Rejection notch still
unlimited theoretically; depends upon
stability and accuracy of adjustment.
Use low-loss coax for loop. Tried
small Teflon coax and got very poor
results, Solid shield better in system,
Need double -shielded coax at receiver
output and transmitter input lines.
Double-shielded cables alsomake good
loops.

Clamp loops down to prevent move-
ment, Cavity coupling loops must be
wide straps, not wire.

For test purposes, a receiver makes
the best rf indicator, with a good cal-
ibratedattenuator-type signal genera-
tor, Theoretically, the swr at the in-
put of these cavity-loops at the fre-
quency to which it is tuned is unity for
a resistive load. In practice, itmight
be desirable to add a variable match-
ing network to the system on each side
because a cavity/loop tuned for best
rejection may not exhibit a good swr
at the pass frequency.

With careful design and construction
it is possible to combine all the best
attributes, so that a single high-gain
antenna anda lone runoflow-loss coax
will give results comparable to two
such installations spaced a great dis-
tance apart.

CONTINUED FROM P, 46

Steve pulled the car to the side of the road and vented his
wrath, singeing my ears and pride. Naturally, I told him
thewhole story. Ibadn't counted on Paul ever really learning

When I diated fromthe number, but now everyone knew it!
And when theSteve's house, bis pronemitter had come on.

all who
could hear t, Paul knew what to listen for and misused
the information immediatly and without mercy,
NEXT MONTH (The last chapter)IX - THE ELEMENTS

operator repeated the number listened on seven-six

WOULD YOU LIKE TO GET
A FREE CRYSTAL? SEE
PAGE 67 FOR THE DETAILS!
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Che FM News
JULY

FIV'ERS WATCH
James F, Weaver, WA8COA

Membership in the Cincinnati,
Ohio, Community Radio Watch
was conferred upon the Queen
City Emergency Net (W8VND/
WSVVL) at ceremonies at the
Cincinnati Police Headquarters
Cincinnati Chief of Police Col.
Jacob Schott (W8DZ / W8FGX)
officiated with Chiefs of Police
of Silverton, Ohio, and Fort
Thomas, Kentucky, participat-
ing as representatives of the
Hamilton County (Ohio) and the
NorthernKentucky Police Chiefs
Associations, Earl Nichols
(W4PII) and James Weaver (WA
8COA/WAIFEW), QCEN Presi-
dent and Communications Man-
ager, respectively, represented
the amateur group.

QCEN is the first independent,
volunteer group to join CRW in
Cincinnati, and is believed to
be the first amateur radio or-
ganization to join in any of the
382 CRW cities in the U.S,DETROIT PREPARES COORDINATING QCEN mobiles operating on the
Net's 53.05 MHz, FM, intercomFOR A REPEATER COMMITTEE MEETS frequency report traffic acci-
dents, fires and other emerg-
encies to law officials throughGlenn Pohl, K8IYZ members assigned as monitor-

The sixth largest city in the A group has been organized,
ing stations. Emergencies re-

called the Midwest FM Re- ported are those observed dur-
country prepares itself for the ing normal business or pleasureintroduction of a new 2 meter peater Coordinating Commit- driving.FM repeater. Detroiters will tee, to contact repeater groups
experience the convenience of operating on inputs of 146,340
mobile operations over long dis- and 146.460 MHz and using the PA, REPEATERtances such as they have been 146,760 MHz channel as their
reading about in past issues of output frequency.FM Magazine. GOES NARROW

Those who would be interested
Essentially the repeater consists in more information about the
of a General Electric 50 watt group and theirideas and reasons The State College, Pa. repeaterbase station, controlled by a 450 for use of 146,760 MHz as the
MHz link to Detroit. Equipment output frequency should contact: is undergoing amodificationfrom
will be located near Clarkston, Ernest M. Simon, W9JCE the wide to narrow band operation,
Mich. about 25 miles N,W. of President of the group, at 370 Scott Kostenbauder, W3WLF the
Detroit. Anticipated coverage trastee of the repeater explain-Aspen Lane, in Highland Park,will be three counties and port- Illinois, 60035 ed the change was necessitated
ions of Ontario, Canada. by the recent availability of 58

late model transistorizedmobile
The Great Lakes Repeater will units, Besides this area theSend your Hot!!! News itemshave a 146.340 input and an only other narrow band repeat-
output on 146,760 MHz, This to FM News, c/o FM Magazine ers are in Miami and Tampa,
leaves 146.940 MHz open as a 4861 Ramona Place, Ontario, Florida. All of these are onCalifornia 91762calling and base to base freq- 146,34 to 146,760 MHz.
uency.
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CANADA'S D.0.1. DROPS
BIG BOMB ON VE'S
Repeater operation in Canada could
be in trouble. The Department of
Transport (Canadian FCC equivalent)
has recently issued directives to its
field offices that may seriously affect
us northerners. Although they have
thus far exerted no real pressure,
the DOT radio inspectors have been
instructed to insure that the direc-
tives are indeed enforced. Two
points of particular concern:

e Repeaters may not be used
for base-to-base commun-
ications.

e Repeaters must not be in-
terconnected or linked
together.

This comes as quite a blow. Not too
long ago (April), we were shocked
with a 400% increase in our license
fees (from $2.50 to $10 per year).
And now this! Many of us are won-
dering what the reasons for the anti-
amateur actionsare. The DOT seems
to have answers ready for some of
our questions, however.

Recent correspondence from Ottawa
states that the Radio Act was amended
by "Order-in-Council PC 1968-558,
dated 2 March 1968, to prescribe
changes in radio station license and
radio operator examination fees,"

The letter continues "... This action
has been taken because of the contin-
ued increase in overall costs related
to the licensing and regulation...
and because, with few exceptions,
there has been no upward revision
of radio license fees for thirty years
or more... With these points in mind
we feel that the fee increase is jus-
tified.'' There are a number of ama-
teurs who just don't see it that way.

Paul Hudson VE3CWA
Canadian Liaison

Until now, Canadian repeaters have
been reasonably free from regula-
tions. Most groups have self-im-
posed restrictions onthe use of their
repeaters and in most cases this has
been adequate. We can only assume
that the DOT has been displeased with
us.

Radio inspectors have told us that we
have been provided with spectrum in
the 3 - 30 MHz band which we should
use for longer-haul communications
(a task we are trying to achieve now
with VHF repeaters). They use the
same argument against base station
operation on repeaters and add that
the intent of VHF repeaters is to
"extend mobile coverage."

Although we have received no written
confirmation, we have been advised
that these repeater directives also
apply to remotely controlled base
stations where the remote function
is accomplished via a radio link,

The remote stationwouldthus become
a repeater. This seems to be carry-
ing the thing a little too far.

The DOT has indicated it is looking
for guidance in the establishment of
firm regulations. It hasissued direc-
tives, but will not enforce them for
awhile sowe can have the opportunity
to speak out.

And speak out we will! The Toronto
FM Communications Association is
preparing a petition to establish FM
repeater rules that will be mutually
acceptable to the amateurs and the
DOT. This group would like to hear
from groups across Canada in order
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LONG ISLAND PETITIONER DISC LAIMS INTENT
...States Signers Were Used to Satisfy Personal Grudge

As one of the signers of the petition
addressed to the Poughkeepsie Radio
Club (reprinted in the June issue of
FM), let me commend the editor for
his accurate and thought - provoking
summation and analysis of the entire
situation. (See Civil Strife, FM,
June 1968, )

Speaking individually - but I am con-
fident of similar thoughts on the part
of the large majority of those who
also were involved -- I wish to prof-
fer my apologies not only to the
Poughkeepsie radio group, but to the
entire FM fraternity.

At the time the petition was being
circulated for signatures by Long
Island FM'ers, there was no mention
of it being directed to anyone other
than the Poughkeepsie Radio Club,
and in exactly the context which is
evidenced in its text.

Unfortunately, however, the prime
mover and author of the petition has
used (or, more accurately, misused)
both it and its signers to further his
personal cause in a feud of long-stan-
dingwith one or more of the amateurs
who are responsible for the construc-
tion and operation of the Mt. Beacon
repeater now licensed under W2CVT,
but operated for some years as
W2GHR.

Iwholeheartedly concur thatwe should
"effectively and with maturity cope
with our own internal conflicts," and
I canassure allreaders that this was
specifically the "pitch" presented at
the time the missive was circulated
for signatures.

Let it be clearly understood that Pat
(Patricia) Veraldo, WB2CRY, who is
described as "acting secretary for
the plaintiffs,'"' is in no way to blame
for the fact that copies of the letter
were sent to ARRL, FCC, and the
major amateur publications. I am
glad that at least the sole intended

recipient, the Poughkeepsie Radio
Club, was at least remembered on
the mailing list.

In retrospect, it becomes quite appar-
ent that Pat's able services as a
stenographer and secretary were not
solicited primarily therefor, but
rather as a "drop" for any return
correspondence, and as a "front"
for the real pot-stirrer whose own
address and/or name would in all
likelihood have resulted in immedi-
ate discounting of the validity of the
entire petition.

The severe interference problem
which existed for over 100 Long Is-
land stations on 146.94 MHz, as well
as no less than three active repeater
groups in that area, resulted from
W2CVT experimentally employing a
unidirectional input antenna and an
omnidirectional output array. As I
understand it, the group was "feeling
out'' the capabilities of the site shortly
after its having been turned over to
the club.

Within 36 hours after receipt of the
petition, and following a perfectly
amicable on-the-air discussion, the
antenna arrangements were altered.
The problem has been corrected for
all but a few Long Islanders on the
north shore.

Had the petition been employed as
originally intended by the signers as
a whole group, and the circulation
been limited accordingly, it might
well stand as a classic example of
amateurs in general and FM'ers in
particular to "settle our differences
peaceably among ourselves."

As it developed out of proportion, we
have surely not shown that "we do not
need nor do we desire policing and
supervision from any official body."
In closing, once again, thanks to
Poughkeepsie for a gentlemanly ap-
proach to (the problem and) an equit-
able solution.

Signed: Richard C. Lapham WAZQBB
Bayport, Long Island, New York

but am



FIM COMPARES 450MHz MOBILE

GAIN ANTENNAS

by DONALD L. MILBURY W6YAN

STAFF TECHNICAL CONSULTANT

Checking and comparing antennas is a
lot more difficult a task than it might
seem, I had the opportunity to install
and use three different types of gain
antennas for 450 MHz manufactured by
two antenna makers: Communications
Products, and Antenna Specialists
(ASP), The ASP models were rated at
3 and 4 dB gain, respectively. The
ComProd was rated at 3,5 dB (I'm not
sure whatthe reference was for deter-
mining the gain), Then I saw an ad in
Communications Magazine fora 5 dB
gain antenna made by Larsen, In re~
sponse tomy query, Larsen sent me
a450MHz5dB gain mobile antenna for
evaluation,

Itriedto make measurement and com-
parisons with the ComProd and the
Larsen gain antennas, but my signal
source was too unstable, so I drew the
conclusion (perhaps unfairly) that both
the ComProd and the Larsen exhibited
substantially the same gain character-
istics,

But there are other factors than gain
to consider, The ComProd won't tune
down to below 450 MHzwithout replac-
ing the upper section with a whip that
is about 2 to2.5 inches longer than the
original one. The ASP antennas will
give reasonable performance below
450, but the whip sections must be ex-
tended so far from their sockets that
the setscrews grasp only the tips; the
result is an unsatisfactory mechanical
electrical connection, The Larsen an-
tenna showed no measurable reflected
power at 442,12 MHz when a 20 watt
signal was put into it. (No effort was
made to increase the length of either
the lower or the upper whip sections
prior to this measurement, )

The Larsen antenna comes ready to
mount into any existing installation,
The one sentto me was designed to fit
into a standard "eightball" mounting
assembly (GE).

The antenna installed onthe ballmount
would never win a contest for appear-
ance, For one thing, the ball of the
original mount is a black hemisphere
that protrudes almost two inches above
the surface of the car. The bottom
portion ofthe Larsen antenna isa slen-
der gray cylinder about 3/4 inch high
and perhaps aninchindiameter, Hither
the ball or the cylinder alone would
make a passable installation, but the
gray cylinder atop the black ball is a
monstrosity, The same Larsen mount
would make a beautiful addition to the
new low-profile antenna mount made
by Motorola, however,

The Larsen whips (upper and lower)
are silver-plated and coatedwith clear
epoxy. This probably adds little or
nothing to the performance of the 450
MHz model, but the same technique
applied to a two-meter whip would
probably doa great deal to minimize
noise. I intend to make comparative
readings on the two-meter gain anten-
nas in the future and willremember to
check this particular aspect of per-
formance,

The 3 dB ASP mobile and antenna has
no spring. Neither does the 5 dB
Larsen antenna, The3.5dB ComProd
and 4dB ASP both have springs as in-
tegral parts of their lower whips.

The springs are more attractive than
functional, and characteristically ex-
hibit losses because of the braid that



interconnects the top ofthe spring with
the bottom, I would consider a spring
to be important if a driver intends to
subject his antenna to a great deal of
punishment from low-hanging branches
and other such obstructions, but he
should be prepared to sacrifice per-
formance as a necessary tradeoff,

A lot can be said about construction,
andI discuss this aspect at the risk of
losing prospective antenna advertisers.
In my opinion, the ASP models (the 3
dB as well as the 4 dB version) are
cheaply constructed, All gainantennas
for 450 have one feature in common:
They have a small collinear "loop"
section that is encapsulated, This de-
vice fits between the upper and lower
whip sections with setscrews, On the
ASP antennas, the fit (on the two ane
tennas I tried) was sloppy on the top
and bottom, As aresult, whenthe set-
screws were tightened, the whip sec-
tions were no longer parallelwith each
other, and had to be bent to give the
appearance of continuity from the base
to the end of the whip. Also, the set-
screws in the ASP antennas were hex
recessed (Allen), and the adjusting
tool provided fit loosely into the re-
cessed head. Needless to say,
stripped one of the setscrews during
the first tightening process,

The ComProd offered an improvement
in this category by using a bristol
wrench rather than the conventional
Allen arrangement, The fit was per-
fect (tool-to-setscrew) and chances of
stripping are minimal. Unfortunately,
since the ComProdwouldn't tune below
450 MHz, I had to replace the upper
section with a conventional two-meter
whip, then trim it to size. The whip
Iused was smaller in diameter than
the original upper section, and I was
stuck with another sloppy fit (upper
section into collinear loop).

The Larsen antenna uses Allen set-
screws, but the tool supplied fit all
screws perfectly. The fit (whip sec-
tions into collinear segment)was better
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on Larsen than on any ofthe others, so
inferior performance from bad elec-
trical connections is extremely un-
likely.

The worst thing I can say about Com-
Prod's gain antenna is that it cannot
be used satisfactorily below 450 MHz
without replacing at least the top whip
section with alonger piece. Theworst
thing about ASP is the fit between the
whip sections and the collinear seg-
ment and between the setscrews and
the tool, Larsen's only apparent fault
is the ugly mating to the eightball
mount,

DEFEATING DESENSITIZATION
(Continued from page 32 )

It pays to have several short random
lengths of coax available (or you can
cut eachone a nanosecond longer than
the last).

Once you have a dip, adjust the cavity
loop for minimum limiter current.

Once it is operating, the line stretcher
can be replaced with a piece of coax
of the proper length. Trimming can
be accomplished by adding connectors
or adapters.

It is necessary to keep the two anten-
nas rigid so they won't move with the
breezes characteristic of the locale.
But more importantly, the system
must be moisture-proof. If the vswr
shifts on a damp night, the phasing is
out and so is the repeater. Ideally,
one antenna with a ferrite isolator
would be used, but as yet no isolator
has been obtained for 146 MHz.

There's always one other solution to
the problem of desensitization: Build
up the cavity /hybrid loop array de-
scribed by Gil Boelke (this issue).



LETTERS FROM FM READERS

Your FM magazine isGREAT! I don't
seé how you do it -- and in your spare
time! I only wish that the wealth of
technical info, such as K3DSM's arti-
cle on Touchtone repeater control, had
been available when I started building
repeaters.

Waghan and I control a full- Touchtone,
automatic phone repeater on 450MHz,
This repeater was designed and built
by the two of us for our own use, and
stands unique among just about all other
phone repeaters, The unique feature
is that the audio tones produced by the
Touchtone instruments in our mobiles
go directtothe central office telephone
equipment via our remote-control re-
peater. We use no digital conversion
whatsoever at our repeater, We be-
lieve our telephone repeater is the first
of its kindanywhere onthe West Coast.
Dialing reliability is fantastic! Our
previous digital format phone system
stands as a crude joke when compared
to our present system.

I would like very much to hear from
anyone who uses a Touchtone phone re-
peater similar to ours, possibly on the
East Coast, Your technical articles
would have beena great help if they
had been available a couple of years
ago.

As to WA8UIT's letter regarding the
overabundance of articles from Cali-
fornia contributors: Can California
helpitif we have an edge over the rest
of the nation in highly qualified opera-
tors? This fact is to be observed by
the vast majority of repeaters listed
in California in your U.S. Repeater
Directory.

As to his comment that Ken Sessions
writes too many articles: Whichwould
your readers rather have, a few arti-
cles from someone who really doesn't
know much about FM, or a lot of arti-
cles from someone who knows FM in-
side out? Ithinkthe choice is obvious.
Since WA8UIT says his feelings won't
be hurt, I suggest you dispense with
his letter in the manner he mentions,
I'm for more technical articles wheth-
er they come from Butte, Montana or
from California, as long as the author
knows his subject,

Keep up the fine work,

Dennis Nichols, WB6GVV
1460 So, Crest Drive
Los Angeles, California 90035

WA3BKO is now on the air, licensed as
a repeater from the Berwyn Roller
Rink in Berwyn, Pa, which is a suburb
of Phila, west on the Main Line, The
repeater was changed from the 2-piece
unit as originally described in FM.
The elevation is 540 feet above sea
level with the rink and mast adding an
additional 100 feet. Our license was
approved as submitted to the FCC,

The club regrets to announce the pss-
ing of one of its members, Gary Sha-
piro, KIYDW/3, Gary was very ac-
tive on FM and will be sorely missed
by the Phila gang.

Gene Mitchell, K3DSM
352 Woodley Rd
Merion Station, Pennsylvania 19066
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To quote one of the many
reader comments so far-

"you obviously have embarked
upon a fresh, new approach
to amateur radio."

to see for yourself, write-

free copy, or
4 months @ 2.00

12 months @ 5.00
3 years @ 10.00

to
HAM RADIO magazine
GREENVILLE, N.H. 03048
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(41V CONVERSION CONTINUATION)
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plug.

At terminal board El, dis-
connect the No, 24 brown
lead (running from the relay
coil lug) from terminal 9.
Reconnect this end of the lead
to terminal 14 of terminal
board E2,

Fuses

(1)

(2)

(3)

Remove the two 15-ampere
fuses from the fuseholder,

Paint out or use tape tomask
over the markings on the
fuseholder. It is recom-
mended that 6.25 amp now
be marked on the fuseholder
to insure that oversize fuses
are not used,

Place two 6,25-ampere fuses
in the fuseholder,

Terminal Strip El Modifications

(1)

(2)

Connect a 25 mF capacitor
from terminal 9 to terminal
12 of receiver terminal
strip. Connect the negative
side of the capacitor to ter-
minal 9.
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We are at the almost stage with our
repeater, We have had it on the air
with operators on duty for a couple of
months, but the real test -- radio link
control -- will come in about 2weeks.
Meanwhile, it's my job to coordinate
the activities ofabout six amateurswho
work under the direction of a "chief
engineer" with procurement and li-
censing. (We believe everyone in-
volved should have a job!)

Our chiefengineer, LeoMoreau, keeps
asking, 'Why does the blame thing
have to log itself??? Especially when
everyone using it must log it too???"
The MCS identifier was tricky and the
tone dialing almost illogical, but this-
recording business is downright fool-
ish, It is easy enough to accomplish,
but the prospect of storing 365 days of
mylar tape appalls.

I stoppedin at ARRLheadquarters last
Tuesday and met a lad there (on the
staff) who had met you in New Jersey
early in May. Somehow it came out
that maybe the FCC would license a
repeater thatdoes notlog itself, What
do you think the chances would be if I
sent a request to the FCC for permis-
sion to operate a remote station that
does not log? Sure would like to know
your views on the matter, Perhaps
the next issue will tell all, but we are
closer than that to forwarding our
paperwork to the Commission,

Robert S, Katson
Pres, Conn Amateur FM, Inc,

I believe that the FM magazine is the
bestamateur radio journal onthe mar-
ket! The past three months have seen
a remarkable change in the journal --
I shared my last issues with other
amateurs and find that it is quite pop-
ular with them too, You will no doubt
notice an increase inyour subscription
list,

I have been an amateur and commer-
cial radioman since the wireless op-
erator" days. The last couple ofyears
Thad become rather inactive, with my
interest fading, for several reasons.
The main reason was thatthe enthusi-
asm for research and experiment once
enjoyed by hams seemed to have gone,
along with the courtesy once extended
on the bands. Since being introduced
to this new group of FM enthusiasts, I
have renewedmy interestinham radio,
and Iam quite happy that I have found
a group thatis comparable tothe radio-
men of the "good old days."

With reference to the "business of
uniting'' (Vol II No 4), this is a won-
derful idea. Put my name downasa
charter member, I also vote for the
FMMagazine to be the official journal
of the NLFMA, I would like to rec-
ommend a "Mr, FM," but I'm afraid
Dave Goodman, WA8UIT, wouldn't a-
gree with my recommendation. See
"Letters, '' same issue,

Ken W Sessions, Sr
K6MQB

THANKS, DAD.

Iam a present subscriber of your fine
magazine, and let me compliment you
on your material. Do you still have
some backissues and perhaps all since
day one? Also, do you have any arti-
cles onMotorola "Dispatcher" D33AAT
or perhaps you can refer me to some
other publications which would helpme
with converting power supply and tun-
ing, etc, Thanking you in advance for
your time and trouble,

Richard H Arthur
5 Eastwood Drive, Apt L
Newport News, Virginia 23602

THERE ARE NO MORE BACK ISSUES
AVAILABLE,
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I would like to know if you are inter-
ested in a poorly written blurb on the
New Mexico repeater system, includ-
ing methods of linkage? I am quite
familiar with our system, having built
and am now operating the third of our
threemountaintop repeaters (allinter-
linked), W5YFN in Roswell owns the
first (Capitan Summit), and WA5KUI
ofAlamogordo owns the second (Alamo
Lookout), Mine is at Capilla Peak,
near Albuquerque. We are also very
very familiar with the licensing re-
quirements andhave worked out a good
(and acceptable!) description of con-
trol(s) and the repeater(s) to be at-
tached to form 610.

I'll be glad to try to write a blurb if
you want.

Philip H Dater, M.D, (WA5JDZ)
9006 Crestwood, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112

I suggested that ARRL subscribe to
FM so that I could keep abreast of the
latest trends inthis growing field, The
first issue, May 1968, has reached my
deskand Iam delighted to see the clean,
informative format that is being used.
Further, it was pleasant to note the
lack of politically inspired editorial-
ism, Keep up the good work!

Ithink that the best source ofanyworth-
while information comes from the so-
called 'thorse's mouth,'' In keeping
with this thought, I am interested in
getting something into the ARRL Hand-
book which deals with VHF and UHF
FM, and also some data concerning
repeater operation, Inthis instance it
would seem that you, and your maga~
zine, represent that horse's mouth J
mentioned,

The mention of FM and repeaters in
the handbookmust at this time be scaled
to the available page space for speci-
alized communication techniques. I
want to outline the standards for pres-

ent-day ham FM (deviations, national
frequencies, typical power levels be-
ing used, sources of popular two-way
gear, block diagrams of repeaters,
etc, ) plus write a bibliography of arti-
cles on the subject, There will be
typical circuits of FM receiving chan-
nels, plus examples of FM exciters.
Any recommendations that you would
care to make would be most welcome,
I don't know your feelings about the
ARRL, but we'd be happy to work with
you in the promotion of ham FM,
think it deserves better treatment in
the Handbook than we've given it and
want to take this first step toward rec-
tifying the situation, I need someone
who iswell versed inthemoderntrends
to give me the outline required, Cer-
tainly this wouldassure better accura-
cy than might result were I to glean
this information on a piecemeal basis,

If you are interested in a cooperative
program along the lines I have men-
tioned, I'd be happy to hear from you
in the very near future.

Doug DeMaw, WICER/W8HHS
Asst Tech Editor
Editor, ARRL Handbook

I was referred to you for information
by one of your local subscribers who
recommended you very highly.

Would you please tell me where I can
find conversion instructions or even a
circuit for a Link Radio Corporation
(New York) transmitter, type 1906 ED
Za, Serial 69996, 152-172 mc FM Rig.

James R Copeland, W3ECF
821 Libby Street
Easton, Pennsylvania 18042

CAN ANYONE HELP JIM?



I noticed in the listing of repeaters
the only one in Tennessee is in Chat-
tanooga. This is not true. I'm nottoo
familiar with them, but I know they
exist, There is one in Nashville --

146, 34 to 146, 94 -- and it also works
146.94 to, I believe, 147.20, There
is one in Shelbyville, Tenn -- 146, 34
to 146, 94 --which is owned by W4IWV
Timothy R. March, 912 Shelbyview
Drive, Shelbyville, Tenn 37160. Idon't
know him, but when we were running
a test off the mountain, one of the fel-
lows talked to him. Also, when we
were running the test, we talked to
Nashville, Shelbyville, and Huntsville,
Alabama, so we should have no trou-
ble talking to them. We have one fel-
low in Knoxville who should make it
o.k., and we have the fellows in At-
lanta anxiously waiting to try. You
might write Mr. March --I think he is
in the know of all the operations west
of Chattanooga, The reason we in
Chattanooga never knew of the opera-
tions west of us is that the mountains
block us talking in that direction, The
repeater should solve this problem --

hope hope hope,

The FCC sent me a few comments
when they sent my license back. Iam
sending you a copy. I don't know if
you have seen this, but itis the first
time I have seen the FCC make com-
ments on repeaters. (SEE "FCC
SPEAKS OUT," THIS ISSUE, )

Ihave spread the word around of your
fine magazine, and also have passed
subscription leaflets around, I hope
some of the fellows have subscribed,

Milton S Ridgeway, K4EPM
4604 Crestview Circle
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37415

The concern that Mel Dzialak voices
in his June letter about our repeater
operation in the Kalamazoo, Michigan
area on 146,94 MHz reflects the feel-
ing we allhave -- particularlywhen we
read about repeaters with scores of
users dumping overwhelming signals

into frequencies of nonusers.

We are sure others will wonder about
our intentions after reading Mel's
letter, and feel we should clarity the
situation. Weare sure Mel meant it
only as helpful advice, but his fear is
greatly exaggerated and without basis
in fact.

LESS THAN TEN stations in the Kala-
mazoo area (60 mile diameter) have 2
meter FM equipment, The amount of
time these stations use the repeater
can be recorded on less than 2 hours
of take WEEK,

With the capability Mel suggests, we
would not only bother "South Bend,
Chicago, and points west, '' butDetroit,
Lansing, Grand Rapids and so on,
to include all the other cities within
the range. THIS INTERFERENCE
HAS NEVER OCCURRED. Surveys of
the surrounding areas during the two
weeks of operation prove this,

If we ever could build this fantastic
system to increase our range to the
point suggested, which would make it
possible for hundreds of stations to
communicate, it would take more than
the single channel suggested by Mel.
(Rest assured we are in no way in-
clined to do this, The problems cre-
ated would be far greater than any
benefit we might derive. )

We are fully aware of our obligation
to others who use the frequency, but
at present the use of .94 as an output
frequency for the repeater in this IN-
ACTIVE area can only improve FM as
a whole,

We welcome reports from any of you
that HEAR our repeater, and will give
them serious consideration if inter-
ference ever occurs, Our address is:

Oshtemo Amateur Radio Club, K8TIW
FM Repeater Group
4429 Grand Prairie Road
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49007
Robert W, Miller, Wa8KGE

ake



We are going to install a 6-meter re-
peater on a mmintaintop some 5 miles
east of Bishop, at an elevation of
10, 847 feet and want to use 52.525 as
the tranamitting frequency. Would like
to make it a mobile relay an well as a
remote base station and listenonS2, 525

I've enjoyed every article in FM when
Eve been able to scrounge them from
those who have subscriptions, but I'm
going to cease with the scrounging

and take ad of the low
price before the offer expires, so en-
closed please find my $2 for one year's

52,925 as the rec freq. Will be using
a 450 link for control as well as sim-
plex. Can anyone advise the use of
these fregs for a repeater on6? Ithink
that the thing willhave fantastic cover-
age as itis a straight shot to the east
and we experience a lot of knife-edge
refraction over the Sierra-Nevadas to
the west, Expect to use power out of
250 watts.

By the way, we are hearing several
repeaters on 2 from the San Francisco
area, One isWB6OQS, and we are in-
terested in seeing if we can hook upa
link with additional receivers to tie
the two repeaters together, It's quite
a distance, as these signals from the
SF area are over 200 miles away,

Terry Downey, W6PZN/K7BDS
151 South Main
Bishop, California 93514

We have a large amount of FMactivity
here inthe area ofButte and Anaconda,
Montana, At the present time we are
using 146,76me for mobile-te-mobile
communications, The Butte Amateur
Radio Clubhas formeda repeater com-
mittee with Orvil W7DB as the chair-
man, Any information you might have
on the subject will be greatly appreci-
ated,

Joseph A D'Arcy, W7TYN
ARRL SCM
Anaconda, Montana

According to Bob Dreste, K7VOR, the
Arizona Repeater Association's re-
peater is now operational with the call
WA7CEM, The input is 146, 34 and it
outputs on 146,94MHz. From the site
atop a TV tower on South Mountain, a
class A coverage is a 100 mile radius,
with a class B signal, to Tucson, Flag~
staff, Yuma, and others, The inter-
pretation of class B coverage would
amount to "possible coverage" to sta-
tions with gainantennas anda receiver
sensitivity of greater than .50V.

Arizona

address, and please begin the sub

I tad understood that untilabout a year

for simplex operation, There were
{and are) many valid yeaaona for this
use of frequencies. At one time, the
group at the TriStateARC, W9BF, did

to a great service for amateur FM by
strongly recommending certain"stand-ard" equencies both on 6 and 2. Ap-

ago all repeaters were operating . 34/
76 with .94 reserved for caling and

vantag

for Since i'm movingas wel as some other frequency subscription,
the mobile relay. We are thinking of Ken Sessionsville, Pll give you that

tion with the July issue, solil be sure
tobe therewhen the firstissue arrives.

I would also like to comment on a re-
mark you made in reply to a letter
submitted by Earl Lagergren, K70EP,
You stated that "to our knowledge there
is no formal narrowband activity on
any amateur VHF band. I would like
to take exception with that statement someone who is
and remind you that we in South Flori-
da -- for that matter in all of Florida
and also seemingly in all the South-
eastern United States, are running 5
to 7kHz deviation, I do know for cer-
tain that almost all members of the
SFFMA are running narrowband on
146.94 MHz as well on our repeater
frequencies of 146,34 in and 146,76
out. Are we really that much the bunch
of oddballs?

Perry L Cohen, WB4DZH/6
5524 Corteen Place
North Hollywood, California 91607

Re: repeater output on . 94,

The following comments probably won't
do much good, because once an operat-
ing mode has been originated, itis very
difficultto change frequencies because
this means spending money on new
crystals.

For several years I operated mobile
on 145, 26MHz which was the standard
frequency for 2 FM inCleveland, Ohio,
A repeater was put on the air with its
output on that frequency. After several
years of trying (unsuccessfully) to
compete with the damned repeater, I
gave up and sold the mobile unit, It ia
poor to try to have a simplex QSO and
have someone who isn'tmonitoring the
frequency (or can't, because of his
location) come on with the repeater
andwipe you out! (The reason for us-
ing 145,26 MHz in the first place is a
long story, but the paralel applies to
+94.) It is possible that others may
give up operation on .94 simply be-
cause they can't compete with a re-
peater,

parently theyare no longer active, and
unfortunately their inactivity coincided
with the rapid growth of repeaters,
Theywere strong advocates of, 34/, 76
for repeaters as recently as 3 years
ago!

What can be done? Probably the only
thing possible at this late date is for

"widely read" to start a campaign to
getallnew repeaters operating on some
output frequency other than. 94, Since
. 76 is second in popularity to, 94, .76
would be a logical choice for the output
frequency (subject to prior use of .76
in a given location), The best input
frequency seems to be . 34,

respected and who is

The problems with "converting" to .76
probably are these: (1) Prior use by
some other group, This could be a
blessing in disguise depending upon the
present use. (2) Cheapskates who
won't pay $4 or $6 or whatever it takes
for one new receive xtal, (3) The lazy
ones who don't want to bother to plug
in a new receive xtal and realign the
front end of the RX, or who are too
lazy to2-freq the RX, Thereare prob-
ably many other "reasons" for not
switching, but the second one ia prob-
ably the real reason in most cases.

Ron Guentzler, W8BBB
Route 1 - Box 30
Ada, Ohio 45810

lam interested an obtaining further in-
formation regarding encoder and de-
coder units designed by Robert Muel-
ler, K6ASK, and discussed inanarticle
entitled Stable Tone Units for Remote
Radio Control, FM Bulletin, January
1968, by Larry Coltin, K6VBT,

Henry C Woodrum, K6MTA
Civil Defense Coordinator
200 Wilshire Drive
Redding, California

DIODES WERE REVERSED IN SCHE-
MATIC, SEE K6ASK'S IMPROVED
VERSION, ''UHF AMATEUR MOBILE
TELEPHONE, THIS ISSUE.

ard" frequencies



THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF
AMATEUR SUPPLY.STORES AT
WHICH FM MAGAZINE IS SOLD

IS YOUR STORE ON THIS LIST?

CALIF,
C&A Electronic Enterprises
2529 E. Carson St.
Long Beach

Dow Radio-Milo
1759 E. Colorado
Pasadena

Henry Radio
931 E, Euclid
Anaheim

Henry Radio

NJ.
Gregory Electronics Corp.
249 Route 46
Saddle Brook

N.Y,
Adirondack Electronics, Inc
2469 Albany St,
Schenectady

Stellar Industries
10 Graham Rd. W.
Ithaca

TEXAS
Electronics Center, Inc.
2929 N. Haskell
Dallas

CANADA

Payette Radio Limitee
730 Rue St-Jacques
Montreal

11240 W. OlympicLos Angeles
Radio Products Sales, Inc.
1501 S, Hill St.
Los Angeles
Mann Communications
18669 Ventura Blvd.
Tarzana

NY?

FLA,
Amateur Radio Center
2805 N.E. Second Ave.
Miami,

IND,

Graham Electronics
122 S. Senate Ave,
Indianapolis
MICH,

Radio Supply & Engineering
90 Seldon Ave,
Detroit

Heathkit Electronic Center
18645 W. 8 Mile Rd,
Detroit

"It's in perfect condition, of course,it needs, tubes, resistors, sockets,
coils capacitors and a few little odds
and ends,"

N.J.
THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF Gregory Electronics Corp.AMATEUR SUPPLY.STORES AT 249 Route 46
WHICH FM MAGAZINE IS SOLD Saddle Brook

IS YOUR STORE ON THIS LIST? N.Y.
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2469 Albany St,
Schenectady

CALIF. Stellar Industries
10 Graham Rd. W.C&A Electronic Enterprises Ithaca

2529 E. Carson St.
Long Beach TEXAS
Dow Radio-Milo Electronics Center, Inc.
1759 E. Colorado 2929 N. Haskell
Pasadena Dallas

Henry Radio CANADA
931 E. Euclid
Anaheim Payette Radio Limitee

730 Rue St-Jacques
Henry Radio Montreal
11240 W. OlympicLos

St.
Sales, Inc.Radio Products g<

1501 S. Hill

Communications
18669 Ventura Blvd.
Tarzana

NY?

FLA
Amateur Radio Center
2805 N.E. Second Ave.
Miami

IND,

Graham Electronics
122 S. Senate Ave, c
Indianapolis
MICH

Radio Supply Engineering Fase
90 Seldon Ave,
Detroit "It's in perfect condition, of course
Heathkit Electronic Center it needs, tubes, resistors, sockets,

coils capacitors and a few little odds18645 W. 8 Mile Rd. and ends,Detroit



AT LAST!
2 eter FM transceivers

Specially For HAMS
TRANSISTORIZED***NO TUBES** FULLY

* Operates on * 117 VAC * 12 Volts DC * Or Optional Internal Batteries * Self-contained 3 x 5

speaker * Strong fiberglass EPOXY printed circuit boards.

Power supply even regulates and filters on 12 VDC operation * cannot be Damaged by reverse

polarity * 21 transistors * 14 diodes * Double conversion Crystal controlled receiver with 3 full
watts of audio output and better than .3 micro volt sensitivity (12 DB SINAD) * Transmitter
and receiver may be ordered in either wide or narrow band at no extra charge (wide band

supplied unless specified) * Small size 8'w X 3%"h X 9%4"d * * Light weight - less than
4% pounds * * * True FM receiver not a slope detector * * push to talk * Built in 117 VAC
power supply * Simply plug in proper power cable for either 117 VAC or 12 VDC Operation
* Transmitter power output 4 watts minimum * * *

Complete with one set of crystals on 146.94 ICE
Mhz, 117 VAC and 12 VDC power cables, less INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS

$285.00 ano ELECTRONICS, Inc.microphone and antenna

Extra crystals (transmit or receive) $7.00

Mobile mounting Kit $7.00
Phone 512 341-1311

1917 NW Military Highway
San Antonia, Texas 78213

Number 14 on Information card
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The FM 'er and THE LAW A K6MVH EDITORIAL

Not long ago, I received a letter from a fellow ham in Ohio. This
fellow was distressed -- after reading some of my articles in the vari-
ous ham magazines -- because he was left with the impression that
California amateurs were being treated differently from some of the
amateurs in Ohio, The W8 was interested in installing a repeater, but
he knew he could not live up to the rules in every detail, so he was
convinced that he would be refused a license to operate a repeater,

Since a great many of the remote stations in Southern California are
ostensibly controlled from mobiles, it would seem that either all of
the operators are operating illegally or that California has been given
a special dispensation by the FCC, In truth, neither is the case.

The explanation for the apparent disparity between the operation and
the rules is simple: After various amateurs got together to analyze
the FCC requirements for remote operation, the void became very
noticeable; there was simply a gap in the rules where remote opera-
tion was concerned, And there was no mention in the rules about many
common forms of repeater use. So prospective users and control
operators began to interpret the rules that DID exist in a way that
would be most advantageous to them. Then, as they submitted their
applications to the FCC for remote control authorization, they would
explain their own interpretations of the questionable rules by pro-
posing certain methods of operation that went against the grain of the
more conservative amateur. When the licenses weren't refused, it
was implied sanction of the operator's interpretation, and the ques-
tionable mode of operation became a generally accepted concept.

Here's a specific example: The FCC rules state that a remote station
must be controlled from a fixed site. To many, this automatically
precludes the possibility of setting up a control scheme in the mobile unit.
But close observation of Part 97,43 shows that no prohibition of mobile
control is included, My interpretation (subjective, I'll admit) is that
control can be accomplished from anywhere, as long as fixed control
is maintained. The information on the reverse side of a remote license
bears this out when it says the remote control point may be operated
mobile, portable, or fixed. (Take a look at the back of your license
and see for yourself; it pays to read the small print, )

The Ohio amateur was probably most concerned with my overpubli-
cized telephone system that operates through my 450 MHz remote facil-
ity. To him, operation through a telephone is illegal because the trans-
mitter on the hill goes on when the phone rings, But the fact is that this
only happens when the control operator allows it to happen by command,
The caller is just as passive as any party on a phone patch.

So look again at the laws, but look with a broader eye. Don't call your
local FCC field office and ask for interpretation of a rule. He's no
better at reading than you are, and you can bet that the answer he gives
will be one that makes his own position the safest, Interpret the law
the way you see it, but honestly. It is unlikely you'll get in trouble then.

In



WANT ADS are free to subscribers
and copy should be mailed to: FM
Magazine, Want Ads, 2005 Holly-
wood, Grosse Pointe, MI 48236.

WANTED T44 A6A instruction
manual, (Motorola number 68-P836-
000). Also wanted- Motorola test
set meter for T44 A6A, What is
your best price? Please contact:
Robert Young, W3EDH, 319 Wyatt Rd.
Harrisburg, PA, 17104

FOR TRADE OR SALE....G.E. 2M
Voice Director; G.E, Message Mate
2M.; G.E, TPL with all cables; G.E.
12V. transistor pwr. sup. 2M 30
watts; G.E. 2M Voice Commander.
Contact: Thomas F. Kelsey, WA4UXD
P.O, Box 119, Ivy, VA. 22945
(phone: (703) 293-1456)

FOR SALE,..UHF Motorola T44 AAV
6/12v complete w/accessories, extra
clean $70. VHF GE TPL Progress
Line (T-pwr), 60w, 12v, complete w/
accessories, in best condition $150.
Channel Guard only $25 extra. VHF
GE Pacer, Progress Line (T-pwr),
15w, 12v, single unit underdash,
beautiful, only $100. VHF Motorola
FHTRU-1 Handie-Talkie, on freq.
(146.94), dry pack (inc. bat.), only
$35. Contact: T. Pap Pan (WA8ZTY)
PO Box 147, Corunna, MI 48817
(No pbone)

WANTED....Remote control like the
T-1200, Contact: J, Thomsen, W9YVP
8280 S. Tennessee, Claredon Hills,
Til. 60514

WANTED....either 2 or 6 meter FM
Base or Mobile unit. Wish to trade
for a Gonset 2 meter sideband w/AC
and DC prw sup. ora Lafeyette HA460
Contact: Jerome F. Musialowski at
1214 Walden Ave., Buffalo, NY 14211

WANTED...Motorola H21DCN-2 freq.
(low band); GE VO-38, or GE KO-39
Power Mate. Contact: Thomas F.
Kelsey, W4UXD, P.O. Box 119 in
Ivy, VA. 22945 (703) 293-1456

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR SALE GE Progress Line,
model- E-33, with Western Electric
Selector, Four Freq deck w/ Sentry
crystals for .94to .94, .34to .94,
34 to .76 and .82 to .82. Also have
control head and cables. In perfect
condition, $175 Contact: Michael
Van Den Branden, WA8UTB at FM
Magazine office,

NOTICE....AngolaFM Picnic will be
held at the same location as always
at the 4H park on Crooked Lake in
Angola, Indiana on August 18th,
More details next issue,

REPEATER ry W3HI

\q

fa

"yy keep the repeater log. P'rinstance,
Joe is working Pete right now,"
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FREE
CRYSTAL!

:

JUSt by
taking advantage of this

SPECIAL SUBCRIPTION OFFER

S years -$12 :

:

We're throwing a Sentry crystal
into the deal

just to make sure

you start out in FM
on the right foot!

Mail your remittance for a five-year subscription to
FM, 2005 Hollywood Street, Grosse Pointe, Michigan
(48236). You will receive by return mail a coupon
entitling you to any Sentry crystal. We're convinced
it's the best crystal money can buy; it comes with
Sentry's full guarantee of frequency, stability, tem-
perature, and performance. And YOU specify the
holder type and operating frequency.
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a
'rogress Line Units gertsch

ME-42 9
450 MHz
15 watts 199° FM-3 °276 @ FM-4 °449

$21950

MA/E-16 Lowband 50w 189% with lOOkHz standard
MA/E-33 Highband 30w 200" 524A counterAM-1
MA/E-36 Highband 60w 224% $575
ALL WITH ACCESSORIES L

STORE HOURS
WEEKDAYS: 9am to 9 PM

SATURDAY: 9am to 5m

FREEWAY- CLOSE

TO LOS ANGELES

20 MINUTES FROM AIRPORT

RADIO SPECIALTIES PORTABLE
MINIPAK 1160-24-1

$16.95
1144-62-1

PACKSET $24.50

LOW BAND HIGH BAND LOW BAND
ET-6, ER-6, 50 watts T43 GGV-2O T41 GGv-1

12v
w/acces. only 46°° with P.L. & accessories with accessories

$13450

Low PricesSPECIAL *

w.o. access.

$17295

1

w.o. access.:

* 10877

NOte - accessories consist of power and control cables control head, speaker, mike (as applicable)

EQUIPMENT SOLD AS IS FOB LONG BEACH

MOTRAC ! HIGH BANDLOW BAND

UJ41HHT 3400 UJ43HHT 3100
Write or call for quote

with Expander & Private Line with Private Line

Number 16 on Information card
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